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James Dean:
Year-round
celebration
Tennis drops
close match
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Headlines

Intramural
system
gets an
overhaul

Ducktail Run

New system brings changes
to payment, registration

Event in Fairmount attracts vintage and
classic cars from around the U.S. and
beyond. Read more on page 3.

MEREDITH SELL

SIFE Restarts

STAF F WRI T T E R

The business organization is back on Taylor’s campus with a brand new focus looking for involvement from all classes. Read
more on page 2.

Making the Cut
Airband sparks controversy over how acts
get selected and what students want to
know before the show. Read more on
page 6.

Taylor students planning to vote in spades, not necessarily
along party lines
NEWS EDITOR

Volleyball team battles to the end
against the Indianapolis Greyhounds.
Read more on page 12.

Sci / Tech
This election season, social news site Reddit is sponsoring a tour bus to travel crosscountry promoting an “Open Internet.”
Read more about why an open Internet is
crucial, and how it could affect this year’s
election. Read more on page 5.

Superiority Complex
The rest of the world is getting tired of
America’s over-involvement in international affairs. Read more on page 4.

Weekend

Forecast
FRIDAY

High: 68°
Low: 44°

SATURDAY
High: 71°
Low: 46°

SUNDAY
High: 65°
Low: 40°
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Sophomore Grace Drascic remembers the scene clearly.
While working in an Indiana congressman’s campaign
offices a few weeks ago, a
woman came in and vented to
Drascic about her frustration
that fellow church members
doubted the reality of her faith
because of her political beliefs.
“This woman is involved in
her church, she loves the Lord,
and it was just so frustrating
and so disheartening to hear
that, that we were calling her
not a Christian simply because of her party affiliation,”
Drascic said.
The complicated link between religion and politics
may be behind the results of
this week’s Echo survey on
Taylor students’ voting and
media habits. Seventy-four
percent of 91 respondents to
the survey said they plan on
voting this November.
That number is substantially higher than the 21.3 percent
of 18 to 24 year old citizens
who voted in the 2010 elections, as reported by the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and

“I don’t mean
just by how you
vote . . . I think
as Christians,
the process is so
important, and
you can’t cut off
your brothers
and sisters on the
other political
party line.”
Engagement (CIRCLE). Some
think that religion can fuel
and shape political passion,
as demonstrated in Drascic’s
story.
“As in all things, I hope our
Christianity changes how we
do this,” said Katie Westrate,
graduate assistant for Global
Engagement. “I don’t mean
just by how you vote . . . I think
as Christians, the process is so
important, and you can’t cut
off your brothers and sisters
on the other political party
line.”

Global Engagement is in
the process of preparing a
campaign to get students to
vote this fall.
Fifty-nine percent of students surveyed said that, on
a scale of one to ten, with ten
being the most important
thing in their lives, current political races are a six or higher
in terms of importance. Westrate and the rest of her team
hope to translate those numbers into strong voter turnout.
When Taylor students hit
the voting booths on or before
Nov. 6, they are sure to bring
their Christian worldviews
with them, according to Taylor Political Science professor
Stephen King.
“The students whom I’ve
been associated with . . . I get
the impression that (they)
have a pretty strong Christian
worldview and that (they)
frame (their) world through
that lens,” King said. “But that
would be true of students . . .
at other Christian universities.”
While those numbers seem
to indicate strong political
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Percentages may not add up to 100
because of rounding.

Chick-fil-A’s Cash
Clarification
LUCAS SWEITZER
OPINIONS EDITOR

Chick-fil-A has come under public scrutiny again recently, amid reports they
would stop donating to organizations
that oppose same-sex marriage. But President of Chick-fil-A Dan Cathy has recently spoken against these reports in a statement on the web site of former Gov. Mike
Huckabee.
“There continues to be erroneous implications in the media Chick-fil-A changed
our practices and priorities in order to obtain permission for a new restaurant in
Chicago,” Cathy said. “Chick-fil-A has
made no such concessions, and we remain true to who we are and who we have
been.”
These comments were a direct rebuff of
remarks made last week by Chicago Alderman Joe Moreno, claiming the company agreed to end its donation practices so
they could open franchises in a certain
Chicago area.
An Alderman is an elected council position in Chicago. Moreno represents one of
50 districts in the city. Aldermen are in-

volved in many public zoning matters and
can serve on projects and help businesses
like Chick-fil-A open franchises in new areas of a city. It is unclear when or how
Moreno came to the misunderstanding
that Chick-fil-A would be adjusting their
donating practices to gain access to space
in Chicago.
According to Taylor alumnus and
Chick-fil-A Information Technology representative Andrew Shaffer, the contradictory reports speak to a common misunderstanding many people share for the
fast-food chain. Shaffer says the chain
isn’t being too vague about their position.
“One thing that I really appreciate about
Chick-fil-A is that they . . . consider communications with customers, media and
the public to make sure they are thoughtful and accurate,” Shaffer said.
These events come about two months
after Cathy made remarks about samesex marriage that brought the company’s
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Nationwide, Chick-fil-A has 1,614 individual franchises. Here is the breakdown
of the top ten states with the most stores.
(Statistics from The Wall Street Journal)

Wings and floors are meeting a new system
in campus intramurals this fall. Director for
Campus Recreation Logan Denney and his
student staff are working to build student
involvement in recreational sports.
“We want people to really love this program,” Denney said.
Campus Recreation has a lot in the works
for this year — a spring racing series, weeklong tournaments and possibly indoor soccer — but all students have seen so far are
a new website, new registration system,
raised fees and a cap on team membership.
“Our goal was not to make it difficult for
the students,” Denney said. “If anything,
we’re trying to find the best process.”
The new registration process is a two-tier
system. First, captains set up their teams
online at campusrec.taylor.edu. There they
create a roster and a team name. Then, captains fill out a physical team entry form,
which every team member must sign.
A maximum of 15 players are allowed on
each team. The cost per team is $100, and
the captain is responsible to collect and
turn in funds to Campus Recreation.
This new system was developed in
response to student feedback from last year.
The previous registration system required
students to register with their specific team
online and pay with a debit or credit card.
“A lot of students started complaining
about having to use their credit cards,” Denney said.
The previous website was run by an outside company and was difficult to keep upto-date. The new site is run within Taylor,
a project spearheaded by Professor Tom
Nurkkala, and kept current with game
times, results and
team standings.
Th e go al for
the roster limits
wasn’t to keep
“Our goal was
people from
playing, but to
not to make
gain more teams
it difficult for
and prevent forthe students
feits by attracting
dedicated players.
. . . If anything,
If a f loor has a
we’re trying to
lot of interested
find the best
students, it can
make multiple
process.”
teams and everyone can play
more.
“If we have
more teams, that
means we have more variety in who you’re
playing, rather than playing the same teams
over and over again,” Denney said.
First West Wengatz was represented by
two teams — PDUB and Star Command —
in flag football. Junior intramural referee
Beth Fisher said registration for women’s
flag football was low compared to previous years: Only four teams in a league that
usually has 10.
Referee training has also changed. Previously, referees were hired per sport and
were given little direction in officiating. This
fall, all referees were hired at the beginning
of the semester and will officiate every sport
from now until December. Master Official
Senior Nick Bronkema is the referee supervisor. In a one-night training session, he
helps them understand the rules, and from
then on, he makes sure they referee effectively.
“We just break it down,” Bronkema said.
“We go through the rule book step-by-step,
and we answer questions as we go.”
The referees meet every afternoon before
the start of intramural games. Questions or
problems are brought up and discussed, the
schedule is clarified, equipment is prepared,
and the referees pray together.
“We’re slowly growing together as a closeknit group,” Bronkema said.

“The idea is that you want to continually be
training the next group of leaders.”

NEWS

SHIFT IN FOCUS ENERGIZES SIFE
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
Army general faces possible courtmartial on sexual misconduct
cnn.com

THE YOUNG CONTINUED

interest, they should be taken with a
grain of salt, said Taylor Political Science professor Phil Loy.
Although many students intend to
vote, they may not end up doing so, he
said. He also added that self-reported
political interest can be a dicey statistic.
“I think most Taylor students are
marginally, at best, interested in politics,” Loy said. “It’s not American not
to be interested . . . . I’m skeptical (The
Echo survey) is an accurate reflection.”
Students indicated habits in media
consumption, as well, for The Echo
survey. Most students consume newsrelated media once per week (35 percent), do not plan on watching any of
the presidential debates (52 percent),
and get their news from the internet
(58 percent).
The next most common source of
news for students was friends and
family (20 percent).
“Usually at (college) age, you’ve kind
of formed your own beliefs,” said soph-

Banks fail to repel cyber threat
chicagotribune.com

“I don’t think that means
that (students) are not
politically coherent, I
just think what that
means is that they are
much more relationally
based, unlike my generation and previous generations which would
tend to be much more
partisan-based.”
omore Joe Friedrichsen. “If you’re not
involved in politics, you’re still gonna
get it from your family.”
The survey indicated that most students (39 percent) plan to vote mostly
Republican.
Almost as many (34 percent) said
they do not plan to vote along party
lines.
“Most Americans will tell you they’re

Andy Williams, crooner of ‘Moon
River,’ dies at 84
nytimes.com

Obama ahead of Romney in
Iowa polls as vote starts
nbcnews.com

not going to vote straight-party,” Loy
said. “Even those who do vote straightparty will tell you they’re not going to
. . . . What their response (is) about is
increasingly a political culture hostile
to political parties.”
King believes that such responses
show a shift in political culture, one
that might run contrary to the partisan-based experience of the woman in
Drascic’s story.
“I don’t think that means that (students) are not politically coherent, I
just think what that means is that they
are much more relationally based, unlike my generation and previous generations which would tend to be much
more partisan-based,” King said of the
responses indicating a lack of party affiliation.

Go Deeper
For more polls and information on the
state of American politics, see
realclearpolitics.com

Shift in Focus Energizes SIFE
After a year off, student business organization returns
MEREDITH SELL

CHICK-FIL-A CONTINUED

political positions to the forefront of national conversation.
Two sides emerged in the debate, one
against Chick-fil-A’s stance toward traditional marriage and the other supportive
of the company officials’ right to free
speech. The public issue broke into a variety of individual boycotts and one day of
support for the company on Aug. 1 which
resulted in the single most profitable day
in the chain’s history.
Although Chick-fil-A does not release
comments on its own donation habits, the
research group Equality Matters found
Chick-fil-A donated about $2 million to organizations against same-sex marriage.
The Family Research Center is one such
group that was recently designated a
“hate group” by the Southern Poverty Law
Center because of their stance against gay
rights. Other groups Chick-fil-A donated
to include the Eagle Forum, Exodus International and Focus on the Family.
Although multiple reports have made
conflicting claims, all official statements
by Chick-fil-A point to the fact that nothing has changed.
“Part of our corporate commitment is to
be responsible stewards of all that God
has entrusted to us,” the statement said.
“Chick-fil-A’s giving heritage is focused on
programs that educate youth, strengthen
families and enrich marriages, and support communities . . . Our intent is not to
support political or social agendas.”

“We’re more concerned
about kids taking
ownership and
viability. We really
want people that are
gonna be committed.”

“It was run very much with the focus
on competition,” said Senior Angela
Stuedemann, current SIFE president
and previous project manager. Stuedemann was one of 15 members of the
leadership team her sophomore year.
Much of the leadership team graduated that spring (2011) and Patrick
Sells, a junior at the time, stepped
down as president. At the same time,
Professor Kim Miller withdrew as the

Photograph by Forbes

Truett Cathy, founder of Chick-fil-A.

Photograph by Tim Barber

Supporters line up outside Chick-fil-A on Aug. 1 for
Chick-fil-A Appreciation Day.

STAF F WRI T T E R

After a year off due to a lack of leadership, Taylor University SIFE is picking
up again this fall with its future in
mind.
SIFE (Students in Free Enterprise) is
an international non-profit organization that uses competition to mobilize
college students worldwide to impact
their communities through business.
During the school year, student groups
work on projects aimed to improve the
world in small ways. In the spring, they
meet at regional and national competitions to present project results and
be evaluated by business leaders.
The last two years that Taylor SIFE
was active (its third and fourth years
of existence), it was among the nation’s top 40.

Fort Hood shooting suspect
released from hospital to jail
washingtonpost.com

group’s faculty advisor and the business department welcomed Dr. Larry
Belcher as its new dean.
“Things were shifted a lot within a
year, especially with Patrick stepping
down,” Stuedemann said. “We had no
consistent leadership to carry it on.
When Dr. Belcher came, he became
very interested in wanting to do (SIFE)
and he even inquired a little bit about
starting it, but there was no impetus
to get it going again.”
Stuedemann studied in Lithuania
last fall and returned in February to
a SIFE-less campus. Toward the end
of last semester, she started working
with Belcher to restart the program.
SIFE held an informational meeting
on Sept. 11. Only two attendees — seniors David Arosen and Kevin Womack — had previous SIFE involvement.
Most attendees were sophomores.
“We’re not concerned about numbers, per se,” Belcher, SIFE’s new faculty advisor, said. “We’re more concerned about kids taking ownership
and viability. We really want people
that are gonna be committed.”
Arosen, now SIFE’s vice president,
and Womack, a project manager, want
to give underclassmen meaningful
roles in SIFE projects.
According to Womack, during SIFE’s
last active year, members who weren’t
in leadership positions were given
tasks with little benefits, either for resumes or life experience. Because the
leadership consisted mostly of seniors
and jobs for underclassmen weren’t
engaging, underclassmen didn’t gain
the experience or desire necessary to
keep the program operating.
As leaders this year, Arosen and

Womack want to focus on preparing
sophomores and juniors to take on
leadership roles next year. Belcher and
Stuedemann are on the same page.
“The idea is that you want to continually be training the next group of
leaders,” Belcher said.
“It’s difficult because we’re not coming from a previous year,” Stuedemann
said. “We don’t have an established
leadership team. We don’t have established projects. The purpose of this
year, from my perspective, is to build a
team that I can pass on.”

Past SIFE Highlights
- Unbound Global: purchased and
sold bags, scarves, and other products made by women in India. Donated profits to a Christian school in
India.
- Indiana Lions Eyeglass Recycling
Center: helped the center cut costs
and improve efficiency. Increased
the amount of inventory they were
able to go through.
- Multiplying Your Minas: four-week
financial literacy seminar for Taylor
students. Students who attended all
four weeks were given $100 for a retirement account. Teams of students
were given $50 for a philanthropic
challenge.
- Spring Break to Honduras: Business as Missions trip through Partners Worldwide. Students visited
local business owners in Honduras
and helped them with basic things
like bookkeeping. This trip happened
two years in a row and there are
plans to do it again this year.

In The Loop
Saturday
HONORS CONFERENCE:
“ S I M PL I C I T Y A N D SU S TA I N A B I L I T Y ”
8 a.m., Recital Hall

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

WHITE LINEN
C H AM B E R C O N C E RT
7 p.m., Recital Hall

A RT D E P T. 		
FA C U LT Y S H O W
Opens 8 a.m. MMVA Gallery

W OM E N ’ S M O D I F I E D
ZUM B A
7 p.m., KSAC 111

E L E C T I O N D E B AT E
V I EW I N G
7:30 p.m., Euler B004

C OM MU N I T Y
8 p.m., Rediger

Thursday
TAY L O R MU S I C L I V E
7 p.m., Rupp 222
PI A N O R E C I TA L ,
LU K E T Y L E R
7:30 p.m., Recital Hall

LOCAL

“We get good use out of the clothes, turn
around and sell them right back.”

A CITY-WIDE GARAGE SALE
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Ducktail Run Attracts Classic Cars

REBECCA SEXTON

T

STAFF WRI TER

he annual Ducktail Run Car Show
is this weekend at Beaner Linn
Park in Gas City. The event started
yesterday and runs all day today,
tomorrow and Sunday. Spectators
can come and go for free to see nearly 3,000
cars on display.
“Cars will be 1972 or older,” said event organizer Mike Salter. “We have a few of what we
call radical customs, which would be a little
newer than that, but not very much.”
The weekend will hold a plethora of contests,
and prizes will be awarded to many cars on
display.
According to Salter, there are 33 classes of
cars and three first place categories within
those classes. There will also be 10 specialty
awards as well as a frame contest Saturday
night with six or eight prizes. Other contests
include a neon contest, an idle drag contest
and best car name, among more.

Photographs from ducktailrun.com

Onlookers check out classic cars at the 2010 Ducktail Run.

Winners in each category receive a plaque
that has the Ducktail Run T-shirt logo on it.
Participants for the weekend are rolling in
from across North America.
“We have people from all over the United
States and Canada. There are four or five states
that we don’t get cars from. We get them from
California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas, Florida, every state in the south . . . ,” Salter said.
Last year, cars came from 42 states and
Canada.
“They started lining up to get into the show
last Tuesday, and the show doesn’t start until
this Thursday,” Salter said Tuesday.
Spectators come and go throughout the
entirety of the weekend — day and night.
“We have people who sleep in their cars at
night, or who have tents,” Salter said. “The
park is always open, they come and go as they
please.”
Salter said the event’s activities begin at

Taking time to honor the king of cool, Fairmount
prepares for the 37th annual James Dean Festival
KATELYN S. IRONS

W

Forecast
Indiana
Weather
Today

KARA HACKETT
MANAGING EDITOR

needs to keep going.” Hikade said. “The
museum itself could not exist if it wasn’t
for James Dean and Garfield the cat . . . .”
The festival is free except for parking
and food. Shuttles are available from
uptown Fairmount to the festivities at
the park.

James Dean starred in the 1955 film
“Rebel Without a Cause.”

To learn more about this
event and see a schedule of
events, go to
jamesdeanartifacts.com.

Weather Facts
- 9 out of 10 lightning bolts strike land rather than oceans.
- Between evaporation and falling as precipitation, a droplet of water may travel thousands of miles.

Today In History
1906 - Major hurricane Pensacola/Mobile was strongest hurricane to strike the Pensacola area since
the 1736 storm.
1936 - 21.3 inches of snow falls at Denver CO during a 60 hour storm.

South Bend
Fort Wayne
Upland
Muncie

Monthly Precepitation
For Upland
6”
Month
to Date

5.36 in.

Indianapolis

5”
4”
3”
2”

Average

2.84 in.

1”

UV Index for Today
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
11+
8-10
6-7
3-5
0-2

Evansville

For more information go to:
ducktailrun.com

Kidsignments looks to provide cheap
kids’ supplies to Grant County

COPY EDITOR

Weekly

In-Depth Coverage:

A City-wide
Garage
Sale

James Dean: 81 Years Old
and Still Cool
earing a leather jacket year, visitors drive their classic cars to
with a flipped-up collar, the festival from as far away as Texas,
white T-shirt and devil- Arizona, Florida, Canada and Massamay-care attitude, he chusetts for this event.
James Dean was born in 1931 in Marwas the personification of cool. The
Fairmount Historical Museum honors ion, grew up in Fairmount and graduformer Grant County resident James ated from Fairmount High School. He
Dean this weekend in a three-day event. was discovered as an actor after he left
The 37th annual James Dean Festival Grant County to attend college in Caliwill take place today through Sunday in fornia. He starred in the movies “East
Fairmount, Ind. Depending on weather, of Eden,” “Rebel Without a Cause” and
the town of less than 3,000 people can “Giant.” After a fatal car accident on Sept.
be transformed into bustling crowds of 30, 1955, Dean, 24, was laid to rest in
over 30,000, said Gale Hikade, president Fairmount.
Events for this weekend are stretched
across town, with most centering on
the Fairmount museum. The James
“(The festival) fuels what Dean
Run will be located at Playacres
Park
located
a half mile from the main
the museum needs
event on the corner of Tyler Street and
to keep going . . . The
Sycamore Street.
“Dream as if you’ll live forever. Live
museum itself could
as if you’ll die today,” James Dean said.
not exist if it wasn’t
This carefree attitude fuels the James
Dean
Festival Events. Music will be
for James Dean and
one of the dominating features of the
Garfield the cat . . . .”
weekend at both sites, with 50s and
60s music pumped through speakers
around the park, DJ booths and local
bands performing such as Terry Lee &
of the museum.
One of the festival’s main attractions the Rockaboogie Band (8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
is the World Famous James Dean Look- Friday).
The famous cartoon cat Garfield will
Alike Contest at 9 p.m. Saturday. The
other main event is the Annual James also be honored with the children’s
Dean Run which takes place all weekend walk/run event, The Garfield 22nd Great
and consists of a car show, muffler rev- Race, which begins 9 a.m. Saturday.
“(The festival) fuels what the museum
ving contest and a Parade of Neon. Each

about 6 a.m. and end around 10 p.m.
Salter estimates the most popular nights are
Friday and Saturday, which host roughly 10,000
to 20,000 people.
The swap meet, called Jerry’s Junkyard,
invites people to bring car parts to sell. Salter
added that some people clean out their garages
and bring parts to sell, while others do it for
a living.
“It’s probably one of the largest (swap meets)
in Indiana,” Salter said.
There will be food and drink vendors for the
spectators to enjoy during the event.
“You name it, you can get it,” Salter said. “We
have about 15 different vendors, and they all
sell different stuff. Anything you can expect.”

Seattle

Farmers Almanac Weekly Weather

New York

High

Indianapolis
Denver
Los Angeles

UV Scale

Extreme
Very High
High
Moderate
Low

Dallas

Atlanta

When C.J. McAbee-Reher lived in Atlanta, Ga., she
bought most of her daughter’s clothes at consignment
sales.
“But they looked like new, and we got them at bargain
prices,” McAbee-Reher said.
After her family moved to Marion, Ind., in June 2005,
she hosted her first consignment sale in her garage a
year later, calling consignment finds, “better than rummage, cheaper than retail.”
Six years and many volunteers later, McAbee-Reher’s
sales have expanded from her garage to the Grant
County 4-H Fairgrounds at 1403 Indiana 18.
She calls it Kidsignments, and students and supporters of all ages can volunteer or donate to the Kidsignments sale 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Friday and Saturday at the
Fairgrounds.
“(Kidsignments) is good for the people consigning, the
people buying and the earth because we’re recycling,”
McAbee-Reher said. “It’s a lot of hard work, but we try
to have as much fun as we can while we’re doing it.”
Volunteers began organizing and straightening items
yesterday. During the sale,
they are helping with
checkout and carrying
items to customers’ cars.
They will also be sorting
“It’s a lot of hard
leftover clothes when the
work, but we
sale ends tomorrow afternoon.
try to have as
“It’s a very relaxed atmomuch fun as we
sphere,” McAbee-Reher
said.
can while we’re
Volunteers who condoing it.”
signed at least 20 items or
volunteered for six hours
were eligible to shop at the
exclusive pre-sale, which
took place yesterday.
C h r i s t a Ja c k s o n o f
Jonesboro began volunteering with Kidsignments five
years ago to trade in her children’s outgrown clothes
and earn pre-sale privileges.
Jackson has a 4-year-old and a 5-year-old, and she
says buying consigned children’s clothes saves her from
buying new clothes each time her children hit a growth
spurt.
“We get good use out of the clothes, turn around and
sell them right back,” Jackson said.
During the sale, Jackson helps McAbee-Reher keep
clothes organized and checkout customers.
McAbee-Reher says the thrill of Kidsignments is seeing which items shoppers pick and helping them get
good deals.
“The best part of the weekend for me is when someone
picks up a huge pile of clothes and says, ‘I got all of this
for $80. I’ve done all of my winter shopping,’” McAbeeReher said.

In-Depth Coverage:

Today

Saturday

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunny
10% chance of rain

Partly Cloudy
10% chance of rain

Sunny
0% chance of rain

Sunny
0% chance of rain

Suny
0% chance of rain

Sunny
0% chance of rain

Sunny
10% chance of rain

Waxing Gibbos

Full Moon

Waning Gibbous

Waning Gibbous

Waning Gibbous

Waning Gibbous

Waning Gibbous

68° 44°

71° 46°

65° 40°

68° 45°

72° 48°

75° 51°

73° 49°

To volunteer with Kidsignments, visit the website
at marionconsignments.com, or call C.J. McAbeeReher at 765-664-0451 for more information.
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SPEAKING

OUT ABOUT
FREE SPEECH

RLD

“I am Mary Magdalene of the first century, who remembers
Yeshua (Jesus), her soulmate and our life together.”
DIVINE TRUTH DOWN UNDER?
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UNITED IN WORSHIP

INTERFERENCE

RACHEL VACHON

What you didn’t know about why the world
hates America, out in the open and under the
microscope.

L&T/FE AT URE S C O-ED I TO R

“The strongest weapon against
hateful speech is not repression,
it is more speech - the voices of
tolerance that rally against
bigotry and blasphemy.”
Among the many reactions to the film,
Muslim nations are questioning
American values of free speech,
credibility and religious expression.
Though Obama said the U.S. disagrees
with the video, he defended rights to free
speech, leading some to view America
as a country that holds double standards.
“The strongest weapon against hateful
speech is not repression, it is more
speech — the voices of tolerance that
rally against bigotry and blasphemy,”
Obama said in a Reuters article.
But Muslims disagree with how
free speech is portrayed and viewed in
America.
“No one can argue against freedom of
e x p re ssi o n , b u t th e We st e r n
understanding of it is different from ours,”
said Dina Zakaria, spokesman for the
Muslim Brotherhood in an article by The
Associated Press. “Will this freedom
allow for contempt of religion? For us it
is different. For us it is a red line as
Muslims and Christians as well.”
This topic has been one of many on
the agenda in the United Nations’
General Assembly meetings this week,
and it is toward the top of the list. Iran’s
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
denounced the U.S. as a bully and its
laws as deceptive, according to the AP.
Muslims are also urging for clearer
definitions where religious expression is
concerned, according to the AP. The
group is urging nations to create global
standards for religious expression and
laws against hatred of religious groups.
Such standards would be hard to
enforce and monitor due to the open
nature of social media and the Internet,
the AP said.
During this week’s General Assembly
at the U.N., Obama has also called for a
cessation against the current violence
against intolerance. The ever-growing
gap between the U.S. and the Middle
East has resulted in mounting tensions
and monitoring of nuclear activity in
Iran.
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Questions about free speech
incite negative reactions from
the Arab world.

Iran’s move to block Google and
YouTube over the weekend was an
attempt to stem outrage over an antiIslamic video portraying the Prophet
Muhammed as a sexual offender, killer
and womanizer, according to CNN.
The video that led to more than two
dozen deaths, including the death of
United States Ambassador to Libya
Chris Stevens, has sparked extreme
reactions in the Muslim world. Railway
Minister Ghulam Ahmad Bilour placed
a $100,000 bounty on the video’s
filmmaker.

BEHIND THE TIMES

KARI TRAVIS
WORLD EDITOR
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South Korean students worship together during a weekly meeting at the Taylor prayer chapel.

KATY BACKODE
STAF F WRI T E R

Meet JooYong Park, a graduate student at
Taylor. He’s a deep thinker and likes to be
prepared. An education student, JooYong
came to Taylor because of its emphasis on
the integration of faith and learning. Back
at his home church, he sings the same
songs Taylor students do.
But he sings them in Korean.
Park comes from South Korea, a
country where worship is a way of life.
S o u t h K o re a h a s t h e h i g h e s t
concentration of evangelicals in Asia, and
six of the world’s 10 largest churches are
located in the nation, according to
“Operation World” Seventh Edition.
In South Korea, worship services are
held Tuesday through Sunday, at both
5:30 and 6:30 a.m, according to Park.
The worship style changes day-to-day.
One day is devoted to praying for other
nations, another is specific to praising
God. Park would spend some Saturdays
volunteering with disabled people. “I
helped them worship God,” he said. “They
have a mental or physical disease, so it
is not easy to worship God like . . . nondisabled people.”
Park’s purpose for volunteering stems
from his belief that the Church must do
what the government cannot.
Assistant Professor of Modern

Languages Chin Chang is also from South
Korea. He says that South Korean
Christians approach worship the same
way as Christians in the United States.
Chang believes the emphasis in American and in Korean churches vary. Chang
attends the First Presbyterian Church in
Muncie, Ind. Based on his church-going
experience in the United States, Chang
has noticed a formal schedule for the services. However, in Korea, he says that the
pastor can give the sermons for extended
periods of time, sometimes longer than
an hour.
Another difference between the two
churches, according to Chang, is the
authority given to the pastor by the
church.
“In Korea, the authority of pastors is so
strong that they never allow other people
who are not ordained pastors to do the
benediction,” Chang said.
Park adds that respecting those in
authority is a principle of great
importance in Korean culture. This
respect extends to those in positions of
power and to elders.
This respect even requires a specific
vocabulary when speaking to an
authoritative figure.
“ Th e l an gu a ge of w ord s an d

pronunciation and vocabulary is different
— that shows we really care,” Park said.
This even applies to Korean students at
Taylor.
Park, who sees the big difference
between American and South Korean
worship styles, also wants the Taylor
community to avoid confusing the faith
following of South Korea with that of
North Korea. This separation drastically
affects the style of worship. North Korea
is a communist nation, and according to
“Operation World,” the official religion is
Chenodogyo, a cult of their former leader
Kim II-sung.
“They do not worship God,” Park said.
“They worship people . . . . I think the
Korean people have a little bit of difficulty
feeling about that . . . . It is not easy to
think of North Korea.”
Chang says that the Korean Bible
Society has already been fundraising for
the day North Korea opens its borders.
Currently, South Koreans are attaching
versions of the Gospel onto balloons and
letting them float across the closed border for inhabitants to pick up.
Hundreds of thousands of Christians
in North Korea have been martyred, and
100,000 are imprisoned today, according
to “Operation World.” Fifty-seven percent

AROUND THE WORLD

Mexico

Europe

Eleven people were killed in a
shootout between a criminal
gang and the Mexican army on
Sept. 26, according to the BBC.
Causes for the conflict have yet
to be determined.

The EU may enforce $12 billionper-year sanctions on the U.S.
due to a dispute over government
subsidies to Airbus and Boeing,
according to The Associated
Press.

Sudan
The International Monetary
Fund encouraged Sudanese
officials on Sept. 27 to discuss
debt relief with donors,
according to Reuters. The
region’s recession has put Sudan
$40 billion in debt.

China

Middle East
Iranian Press T V network
correspondent Maya Nasser was
killed by a sniper during a Sept. 26
reporting stint in Damascus,
according to al-Jazeera. Twentytwo journalists have been now
been killed in Syria.

China became infuriated Sept.
27 after Japan’s prime minister
stated the country will not
compromise its claim over a
group of islands in the East
China Sea, according to The
Associated Press.

DIVINE TRUTH DOWN UNDER?

Former Jehovah’s Witness claims to be leader of his own version of the Christian faith.

KATY BACKODE
STAF F WRI T E R

“I don’t want to be Jesus. Who wants to be Jesus?” said Alan painful for her to speak openly about. Luck’s identity,
John (AJ) Miller, 47, according to The Huffington Post. however, appears sound. She states, “I am Mary Magdalene
of the first century, who remembers Yeshua (Jesus), her
However, Miller claims to be him.
soulmate and our life together.”
That’s right, he’s referencing Jesus of the Bible.
Miller doesn’t seem to feel the need to assure people of his
The Australian man was once a Jehovah’s Witness. He
was married, had two children and worked as a land authenticity, according to a statement on DivineTruth.com.
“If people do not listen to me just because I say that I am
developer, according to his website. In 2007, he left it all for
Mary Suzanne Luck, a woman 10 years younger than him. Jesus, then there is nothing I can do that would be
harmonious with Love to correct that,” he said.
A woman known as Mary Magdalene.
He signed the document as Jesus.
Together they promote Divine Truth — the couple’s core
Catholic and Anglican church leaders are nervous that
belief to help others in their personal relationship with
God. Their website is overflowing with letters from both the divine couple is asking for donations, according to the
Miller and Luck. They answer basic questions from curious Australian news website, AdelaidNow.com. In 2009, Miller
people, from why AJ thinks he is Jesus to clarification for used $400,000 in donor money to buy over a square mile
confused followers who depend on AJ’s interpretations of of land in Wilkesdale, Australia. Strangely, Google Maps
reveals that a clearing has been made on the property in
their personal visions.
The couple also claims to have memories from the first the shape of a cross. The couple claims the design was not
done on purpose.
century when historical and biblical Jesus lived.
This act shows eerie similarities to the mass murderLuck, according to the DivineTruth.com, was uneasy
about openly living her life as Mary Magdalene. She said it suicide of Jonestown in 1978 in Guyana, according the
wasn’t because she questioned her identity, but rather History Channel website. Jonestown was created by Peoples
because her first century memories of Jesus’ death are Temple founder Jim Jones. The Peoples Temple was an

Alan John Miller and Mary Suzanne Luck.

occultist version of charismatic Christianity. Followers of
the cult migrated to southern Guyana, a South American
nation.
The reality of the spiritual bubble of Jonestown was far
from what it appeared. Members worked long days, suffered
harsh punishments for questioning authority and had their
letters from home censored.
Jones grew more paranoid of U.S. officials, fearing they
would shut his life’s work down. He eventually forced his
followers to drink poison and injected it into children. If
members refused, they were forced to take it at gunpoint,
and 909 people died.
Miller’s skills from his career as a land developer have
aided in his attempt to buy this current compound in
Wilkesdale. This mimics beginning stages of Jonestown’s
compound.

Why does the world hate America?
Hmm . . . nothing like a loaded question to make an
explanation difficult. But let’s tackle it from another
angle.
The question isn’t “Why does the world hate America?”
Rather, it is “When has the world ever loved an empire?”
The answer? Never.
If we pull out the history books and examine the
perceptions of weaker world powers who are caught in
the shadow of the world’s greater, governing forces, the
line of reasoning become surprisingly clear. A major
world power is something like a bully on the playground.
It gives the little kids something to unite against.
Think about the attitude of those under the rule of
the Greek, Roman or even British empires. Do you think
countries and cultures were likely to be fan followings
of those global playground bullies that forcibly
influenced, governed or directly ruled without allowing
rights for non-citizens?
Unless your own history textbook includes some
radically different accounts than those that are generally
considered factual, the answer is “absolutely not.”
Since this is a personal topic, let’s consider a personal
example. Great Britain was an empire that, at its peak,
was the largest the world ever saw. We won’t get into
the frightening specifics of British rule here, but it is
important to remember that, once upon a time, there
existed 13 colonies in North America which served a
pivotal role in Britain’s powerhold. Ironically, the
American colonies didn’t end up liking their ruling
empire all that much. And as it turns out, the colonists
ended up overthrowing the rule of their British
government.
But you already knew this, so let’s get to the point.
The reason for the American overthrow of Great
Britain had much to do with the imperial nature of the
government. It was time to set our own standards for
rule and to form a just democracy. This new government
gave us roots to become one of the strongest forces in
the world.
And it set us up to commit some of the same
infractions we fought against in the first place.
The first consideration to make here is America’s
track record. In a detailed biography of America’s
interference in global affairs, international relations
expert and journalist Stephen Kinzer details the often
violent political overthrows that America has
engineered in countries around the globe. Marks on
America’s record include the takeover of Hawaii,
followed by the deposition of the Hawaiian monarchy,
as well as covert actions against Iran, Guatemala and
South Vietnam.
Oh, and let’s not forget our most recent geo-political
actions in Afghanistan and Iraq.
Now don’t misunderstand the presentation of the
facts. This column is not a rant for or against America.
But our record is our record, and the logical conclusion
here is that meddling in other countries’ affairs is not
necessarily going to result in worldwide popularity for
the country responsible.
See how this is like a playground effect?
Now that we know how U.S. history plays into global
feelings of hatred, it’s time to observe some of the
potential causes of today’s anti-American sentiments.
Given recent developments in the Middle East, it’s
possible to hypothesize that the world is skeptical of
America’s political motivations. A current study from
Gallup’s U.S. Foreign Policy center shows that Egypt’s
view of American intentions has worsened in the last
year to the point that the country is twice as likely to
refuse U.S. economic aid as it is to reject a treaty with
Israel.
The funny thing is, this distrust is coming from a
country that used to be a stable American ally.
And just in case you were wondering, there is a big
reason for the landslide of Egyptian resentment. Can
you guess what it is?
Egypt fears the U.S. will use financial aid as leverage
for interference in Egyptian politics, according to
Gallup.
OK, so obviously this explanation could go on for
miles until its long enough to wrap all the way around
the globe, as there are that many reasons why America
isn’t well-liked. Frankly, what’s covered here just begins
to skim the issues at work. We could approach the
question from many angles, and this is just one of them.
But while we’re sitting in this perspective, let’s take to
heart the most apparent bottom line. The world hates
America because America is a world power that loves
to meddle. Facts don’t lie, and America has an entire
history book full of them.
Whether these meddling monstrosities continue into
the future is up to the U.S. foreign policymakers of today.
And now that you’ve decided you hate the explanation
for why the world hates America, go think about some
ways to improve our country’s reputation on the global
playground.
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GEEK
BRIEFS
This Week’s Science Seminar
MES candidate Leslie Gottschalk will
give a lecture called “Sustainability for All:
People, Planet and Profit” for this week’s
science seminar. All students are welcome
to join the discussion on how to preserve
the Earth’s resources as the human population continues to balloon.
Monday at 4 p.m. in Euler 109.

Facebook Completes “Unlike” Campaign
Facebook deleted thousands of fake user profiles
and pages Wednesday,
causing some pages to
lose tens of thousands
of “likes” as the deleted
users were removed from their ranks. Justin Bieber lost just less than 20,000 “likes”
in the purge, which amounted to less than
1 percent of the total “likes” on Facebook.
cnet.co/QpAwZk
President of Google Brazil Detained,
Released
Fábio José Silva Coelho, the president
of Google in Brazil, was briefly detained
and questioned after a judge ordered him
to take down a YouTube video potentially
offensive to a Brazilian political candidate.
Brazilian election law prohibits “offending
the dignity of a candidate.”
bit.ly/SaWNqr
Barnes & Noble Debuts HD Tablet
In the latest entry
to the tablet wars, the
popular bookseller
unveiled its own Nook
HD on Wednesday. The
new tablets feature a
larger, 9-inch screen
and improved hardware.
Nook HD will arrive in
a store near you in November, starting at
$199.
cnnmon.ie/SSrAIo

BRINGING MYSPACE BACK
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REDDIT TO
LAUNCH
“INTERNET
2012” BUS
TOUR
DAVID ADAMS
S&T EDITOR

No Relief from Apple Maps
Google said this week it has no Google
Maps app in the works to replace the Apple
Maps app on the iPhone 5. Apple chose to
build its own Maps for the newest iPhone,
abandoning Google Maps, but users have
complained about a number of errors present within the new app.
reut.rs/PqYPmO

“We want the right people who want to use the
platform, who want to find other creators, as well,
and want to be able to actually collaborate and
really foster a community of creators.”

MICROSOFT CHALLENGES GOOGLE:
“BING IT ON”
USERS PUT SEARCH ENGINES TO THE TEST IN BLIND
COMPARISON STUDY
KATELYN S. IRONS
COPY EDITOR

Like a carnival entertainer promising to guess a fairgoer’s weight, Bing’s latest commercial shows a man promising passers-by that they will choose Bing over Google in
a blind comparison test. The man in the commercial even
promises an Xbox 360 to anyone who does not choose
Microsoft’s search engine.
“It’s the modern-day version of Coke versus Pepsi,” said
PC World’s Liane Cassavoy.
In the same commercial, Bing states that people
chose their search engine nearly 2 to 1 over Google in
side-by-side blind comparison
tests. What Microsoft fails to
say — but puts in tiny print at
the bottom of the screen — is
that this is only comparing the
search results and formatting
of those results, which does not
take into account the whole
experience of the website.
Microsoft conducted a study
to get their results through the
independent firm Answers
Research. According to Bing’s website, 1,000 people 18
years old and older were chosen randomly to take the test.
Participants searched for queries of their choice 10 times
and chose the results that best fit their needs. According to
Bing, 57.4 percent of users chose Bing a majority of times,
30.2 percent chose Google and 12.4 percent chose each
search engine an equal number of times.
The blind test excluded features which could give away
the websites’ identities, such as advertisements and
graphical features.
Google keeps its website simpler, including only the
Google logo and search bar, except on special occasions.

On Bing, a new high-resolution photograph is selected
each day for display. Some people love the pictures and
say they add to their experience of searching. Others find
it less helpful.
“I find (Bing’s site) distracting, and it looks unprofessional, especially if you have a slow computer. It takes
more time to load,” said Taylor professional writing professor Pam Jordan-Long.
Both sites feature mapping programs and translators,
but Google also has its widely-used Gmail and Google
Docs applications.
In a personal survey of 25 Taylor students and professors, only
8 percent found Bing preferable
to Google. One student said she
prefers Bing due to it being built
into the operating system of her
phone.
Overall, people prefer Bing’s
search results more than
Google’s. However, 66 percent
of searchers still use Google,
compared to the 15 percent who use Bing, according to
ComScore as cited by PC World.

“It’s the modern-day
version of
Coke versus Pepsi.”

Join the fray yourself, and choose which search
engine is victor at bingiton.com

JUSTIN TIMBERLAKE IS BRINGING MYSPACE BACK
REDESIGNED SOCIAL NETWORK TO FOCUS ON ARTISTS, MUSIC-SHARING
DAVID ADAMS
S&T EDITOR

Just a year after it was bought, in part, by former *NSYNC
vocalist Justin Timberlake and more than four years after
it was overtaken in popularity by Facebook, social media
site MySpace posted a video Monday announcing a complete redesign geared toward the “creative community,”
according to the website’s new owners.
“We’re going after artists. Right after this we’ll be talking to various artists to come on the platform,” Tim Vanderhook, one of the owners, told The Hollywood Reporter.
“We want to give them a chance to help build it with us.”
The video offers viewers a virtual preview of the
redesign. The new MySpace features a highly visual
atmosphere in which photo and video are completely
integrated into the platform. A simple profile displays
user details, and the “Latest” tab provides a stream of
friends’ recently-shared music, videos, images and other
updates.
A “Mixes” tab allows users to create and share playlists
matched to their photos and events, which friends, who
are called “Connections” on the new MySpace, can listen
to. Friends can then drag-and-drop songs to their own
Mixes, according to MTV.com. Artists will be able to view
fan demographics, including fans currently listening to
music on their pages, and fans will be able to compare
their tastes to their favorite artists’.
Timberlake acknowledged artists often used social
media only grudgingly, but he views MySpace’s redesign
as an opportunity to help them reach out to their fans
more easily.
“(MySpace is) just bringing the connection that much
closer while still making the artist feel comfortable that

they can make their art, lock themselves in a room and
torture themselves as they do, and still find a way to comfortably connect with their fan base,” Timberlake said.
Timberlake, Vanderhook, and the website’s other owners stand to turn a lucrative profit from the site, if it is
successful. The Motley Fool reported Timberlake and
Specific Media Group bought the website for just $35
million back in 2011. MySpace’s previous owner, News
Corp., paid $580 million for the property in 2005, only to
see MySpace plummet in the wake of Facebook’s meteoric rise.
Detractors question the wisdom of attempting to
revive the anemic site. MySpace hosts only 54 million
users, in comparison to Facebook’s self-reported 955 million active users. USA Today noted the many successful
online music services — including Spotify, Pandora, Rdio
and even Apple iTunes — with which MySpace will have
to compete for users.
CNET’s Greg Sandoval pointed out the unprecedented
nature of MySpace’s return.
“For starters, can you think of a single Internet titan
that saw its influence collapse and then make a significant comeback? I didn’t think so,” Sandoval quipped.
Yet, Facebook’s recent financial woes may open an
opportunity for Timberlake and his fellow investors.
The Wall Street Journal reported Wednesday that
around 50 lawsuits had been filed against Facebook, in
connection to its failed initial public offering (IPO). The
social media titan’s stock has fallen 47 percent since its
May 2012 IPO, resulting in a loss of $38 million in stockmarket value.

Facebook continues to struggle to monetize its mobile
app, The Motley Fool noted, a further weakness upon
which MySpace could capitalize. MySpace’s music-sharing capabilities could be the key the site needs to unlock
the mobile market as Facebook has failed to do. There
is also the chance that the two social networks will not
have to compete so much as coexist, as Pinterest, Twitter, LinkedIn and other specialized networks have with
Facebook.
Although there is no word yet on when the new
MySpace will launch publicly, Timberlake will work to
recruit major artists who will be in place when the site
goes live. From there, unsigned artists will be drawn
into the mix.
Vanderhook said he hoped artists of varying levels
of renown would use the site to connect with fans and
other artists.
“We want the right people who want to use the platform, who want to find other creators, as well, and want
to be able to actually collaborate and really foster a community of creators,” Vanderhook said. “So it’s not about
just the established, it’s also about the unsigned.”

View the video introducing the new MySpace and
request an invite for the site’s publicly at
new.myspace.com/play.

Among the many issues — healthcare, the
economy, same-sex marriage and others —
facing 2012 presidential candidates Barack
Obama and Mitt Romney, one issue in particular will be thrust into the spotlight this
election season, thanks to social news website
Reddit.
The Internet 2012 Bus Tour will kick off next
week, according to Reddit’s blog. The half-red,
half-blue tour bus, the same vehicle John
McCain used during his unsuccessful 2008
campaign, will travel around the country promoting the idea of “Open Internet” in an effort
to force candidates to take a stand on what
has been a contentious issue in the past.
“(The tour) is one more step for trying to get
Internet freedom into the future of the country,” Alex Ohanian, Reddit co-founder, told
Mashable.
Ohanian and Reddit General Manager Erik
Martin, along with a contingent of journalists
and a documentary film team, will travel more
than 1,000 miles from Denver, Colo., to Danville, Ky., according to Reddit’s blog. The tour
is timed between the first presidential debate
on Oct. 3 and the vice presidential debate on
Oct. 11.
Mashable reports the team will talk to local
business owners, college students, farmers,
local media and others who rely on the Internet every day, emphasizing “its importance to
the American economy and way of life.”
Ohanian noted that the January defeat of
PIPA and SIPA, two Congressional bills which
would have amounted to Internet censorship,
detractors claimed, was a good reason to promote Internet issues this election season.
“The open Internet powers companies that
are helping small businesses and local governments be more efficient with their resources,”
Ohanian wrote in an email to Mashable. “The
open Internet provides access to global markets for American business of all sectors, be it
new manufacturing operations or someone
selling hand-knit scarves online so they can
afford a vacation for their family.”
The tour will be partially funded by Reddit,
including the expenses for gas, the driver and
the bus itself. Otherwise, Ohanian hoped
Internet users across the country would support the campaign through the tour’s page on
Indiegogo, an online platform for fundraising.
“We wanted this to be crowdfunded, funded
by the people of the Internet, not backed by
one or two non-profits or even for-profits,”
Ohanian told Mashable.
The fundraiser page highlights that Internet
issues are not “just about Silicon Valley,” noting benefits such as online classes on blogging,
the idea-sharing platform TED, public festivals
being funded through Kickstarter and artists
who can sell their products on Etsy.
Indeed, the Internet will have a sizable
impact on the outcome of this year’s election.
The New York Times reported a study published in the journal Nature which found that
a “get out the vote” message posted on Facebook on Election Day 2010 led more than
340,000 additional people to vote in the election.
Reddit will document the tour on a designated page on its website. Users will be able
to follow the tour’s progress and post their
own stories of how the Internet influences
their lives. Reddit will use those comments in
determining specific stops to make during the
tour.
Ohanian said the tour was “emulating” the
presidential candidates’ cross-country campaigning but noted the crucial difference
between Internet 2012 and presidential campaigns.
“We’re promoting the thing written on the
side of the bus, but it’s not a person’s last name,
it’s the Internet,” Ohanian told Mashable.
“However, I don’t think the Internet is running
for office, sadly. But we’re going to make it
clear that Internet freedom is something voters are basing their vote on.”

To follow the Internet 2012 tour’s progress,
visit reddit.com/r/internet2012.
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“Many students are unaffected by the placement of the new section, but for some it means
attempting to alter habits to find a new niche in
the Dining Commons ecosystem.”
NEW BREAKFAST NOOK CROWDS SEATING
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LIGHTS

flicker as a five
minute warning.
The excitement
builds. The room
finally goes dark
and the crowd roars.
The most
anticipated event of
the year, Airband,
has begun.

From top to bottom: Second
West Olson found their inner
Muse to get into airband.
Junior Meghan Mckenzie
unexpectedly catches Bieber
Fever for Airband.
Senior Aaron Milauskas
and junior Steve Moon take
the court in their Airband
performance.
Photography by
Timothy P. Reithmiller

T

he recent addition of
the “Breakfast Nook”
to the dining commons has provided a
consistent breakfast
area during every
meal, but the Nook is
located in what was
once a daily gathering place for
wings and floors. Many students
are unaffected by the placement
of the new section, but for some
it means attempting to alter habits to find a new niche in the DC
ecosystem.
“At least four or five tables are
missing,” said sophomore Morgan McKeough of Third North
English. “Our wing has had to
shift over, and we have to take
other people’s tables because we
don’t want to find an entire new
area.”
The tables in the lower dining
area were shifted closer together
to fit in the proper amount of
seating.
“You can’t fit through the tables.
There’s no room to walk,” said senior Bill Solyst as he sat at a table
with fellow members of Foundation.
“For the last three years I’ve
been here, it’s always been really
spacious, now it’s like there’s no
space at all,” said junior Luke
Lines, sitting next to Solyst.

McKeough wishes they would
change back. Because of the
crowding caused by the change,
a few table groups have left the
area entirely.
“I have no idea where they sit
anymore,” McKeough said, referring to First and Second North
English.
There is at least one case of an

tween groups and judges.
“I just hate the secretive aspect of it,” Gnagy said.
“I wish that (ICC) would make you state what
songs you’re doing, at least between the leaders,
so there’s not this conflict that you find out later,
and problems can be solved at the very beginning.”
ICC’s goal, according to Duncan, is to give each
group a fair shot and give them as much room to
work as possible.
“I know some of the groups really do like to
keep it a secret, and they don’t want other people
knowing,” Duncan said. “So that kind of adds to
who they are and their identity, and that’s fun for
them so we wouldn’t want to be like, ‘You have to
tell us,’ because it’s sort of unfair to them.”
Gnagy also said that she would have liked to
know the reasons behind ICC’s decision and get
some feedback.
“We did not get a reason for not getting in, I
think they should send you the critiques of why
you didn’t get in,” said sophomore Jonathan
Brooks, who was the first to learn that their group
did not get in and agrees with Gnagy.
Though some groups go into auditions with
nearly complete sets and costumes, there are
others who don’t have as much finalized. Even
though Duncan said this doesn’t
necessarily count against them,
especially if the groups can talk
the judges through their vision
for sets and costumes, it does
help since it lets the judges get
an accurate idea of the finished
product.
Following auditions, Duncan
said the members of ICC meet
in the Stuart Room for approximately three hours to discuss,
choose and vote on the acts to get
in. This year, 10 of the 14 groups
will perform.
This year’s Airband theme is
Pandemic, which Duncan said
will be done in a fun and creative
fashion. In addition to Airband
being moved up this year due
a lack of open Fridays, shows will start at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 and will be sold at
the door before the show from 5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Doors will open at 6:35 p.m.

“I wish that
(ICC) would
make you state
what songs
you’re doing…
and problems
can be solved
at the very
beginning.”

Audition
By Kyle Carruthers

“I think they changed because
it was crowding up there,” McKeough said. “But at the same time,
I think they could have easily put
it over in another corner.”
Assistant Food Services Director Nathan Maurer explained the
new breakfast area
was placed in its
current location to
provide an aesthetically pleasing space
for the new additions to the Nook,
additions that tie together DC breakfast
into one physical
location.
“We’re still not
done with it yet,”
Maurer said. “We
have coffee down
there. We have the
waffle-maker down
there. I just went
out yesterday and
bought a toaster
so we’ll be able to
do toast. It’ll be the
breakfast,
lunch,
dinner
breakfast
off-campus student returning to area.”
The Dining Commons focused
the DC to sit with her old wing,
on making layout changes bebut being unable to find them.

“For the last
three years I’ve
been here, it’s
always been
really spacious,
now it’s like
there’s no
space at all.”

But rewind to weeks earlier, when Airband consists of
nothing more than ideas, disjointed moves and late nights.
Despite students’ anticipation each year, the event wouldn’t
come together without the work of various organizations and auditions.
In each group’s effort to make the
cut, they perform their routines for
the members of the Inter-Class Council (ICC), which serves as the panel
of judges. According to senior class
president Hannah Duncan, judges have
a checklist they use during auditions
where they rate each act on a scale of 1
to 10 on several different criteria, which
includes sets, choreography, lip synching, audience appeal and costumes.
Often during the audition process,
more than one group auditions with the
same act. This year was no exception, as
two groups tried out with a song from
a memorable 90’s movie. After comparing the two acts, the judges made their
decision, leaving one group to watch
from the audience.
Some students disagree with how acts are chosen when
competing for the same song. Junior Tara Gnagy, the choreographer of a group who auditioned for the same song,
wishes there was more openness and communication be-

COPY EDITOR AND STAFF WRITER

Make
Changes

cause they wanted to add something new without costing much
money. The tables previously in
the Breakfast Nook area were
moved to other sections of the
DC.
“We realize when we do things
like that, we’re always doing
something in somebody’s area,”
Maurer said. “I don’t know if
that’s in Olson area or a Gerig
area or what, but they’ve also got
to realize that we have to keep up
with times and make changes.”
Sophomore Sara Falk, also
of Third English, said the tables
she sits at have not been affected
much, despite being next to the
new area. Other students expressed that they enjoy using an
area where the breakfast necessities are in one place.
Maurer mentioned that he
hasn’t seen any comment cards
complementing or complaining about the new area, but that
students are always encouraged
to fill them out. The DC will be
doing surveys next week regarding the new layout in addition to
accepting comment cards.

This article from the 1989 Echo is one of the first Airband stories found
with its current name. The event went through a variety of name changes
in the 80s before becoming Airband as we know it today.

By Katelyn S. Irons

Photograph by Micah Hancock

COPY EDITOR

Katelyn Irons: What is the ultimate mission of and two: It’s reward for those students who share a
piece of themselves and win us over.
Parnassus?
Emily Perschbacher: Parnassus strives to provide
KI: What are the categories?
a venue for which students can express their aesthetic
Perschbacher: We have three categories: prose,
and perceptive creativity-gifts. We aim to publish
meaningful and memorable stories (but not just sto- poetry, and art (of all mediums).
ries) that originate from inspiration and serve as inspiKI: How much can one student submit in each catration for others.
egory?
Perschbacher: We accept three prose pieces with
KI: What does the term “parnassus” mean?
Perschbacher: Parnassus alludes to the moun- a maximum of 2500 words each, six poems with a
taintop dwelling place of the nine Greek goddesses of maximum of 50 lines each, and ten pieces of art (2D &
inspiration. The Muses, as they were called, were the 3D) of which five can be photographs (resolution of at
sources of knowledge for literature, science and the least 150 ppi at 6”x9”). Photos of 3D work do not count
arts. In literature, “Parnassus” typically refers to its dis- toward the five-photograph limit.
tinction as the home of poetry, literature and learning.
KI: What does the Parnassus staff do?
Perschbacher: We collaborate and learn the jourKI: For what kind of work is Parnassus looking?
Perschbacher: We are looking for quality, original nal publishing process firsthand. The staff is entirely
work. We want the best of what each student has to student run, so we do just about everything: advertisoffer. We’re excited to see the creative potential that ing, reviewing and critiquing every submission that
comes in, submitting our own works, editing, organizindividuals on this campus have to share.
ing the book’s layout, sending the final product in to
KI: What do you look for in a winning/accepted the press and preparing for the release party in February. The only thing our staff isn’t doing is determining
piece?
Perschbacher: Craft and beauty – even if it’s not the top three winners of each category. We’ll delegate
conventional beauty – are important, but we are also each of our favorites into the hands of a few of our Taylooking for that special spark that ignites something lor professors, and they will determine the winners.
inside us . . . where raw emotions collide with truth to
KI: How long has Parnassus existed?
confirm or critique our own human experience.
Perschbacher: Parnassus just had its 50th celebraKI: What are prizes, and why did Parnassus choose tion last year.
this format of awards?
KI: How does a student go about submitting?
Perschbacher: First place in each category wins
Perschbacher: Email us by Oct. 28 at
$50 cash. Second place in each category wins $25.
Third place in each category wins $10. Students can TUparnassus@gmail.com with titled attachments of
your prose, poetry, and/or scanned/electronic copies
win multiple awards across categories.
We chose these awards for two reasons. One: Incen- of your artwork. For further information, check Facetive. If there’s a chance of winning something more book.com/groups/tuparnassus or Twitter and search
than bragging rights, people are more likely to submit, Parnassus_2013.

Parnassus

Little Trojan

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Cramped

DCSeating

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Sudoku

Samgrams
Instagrams
around
Taylor
brought
to you by
Sam Stone

For more, follow
@Sam_Stone on

#TaylorU’s

Top Tweets

@EliseHeyen
To get to experience the blessing of
deep conversation at any time of night
or day is something I’m extremely
thankful for at #TaylorU
@AshleyCrutcher
You know you’re a comp sci major
at #TaylorU when your phone
autocorrects ruler to Euler #whoops
@Sara_Andler13
The #DC went home with a big W.I.N.
today! #dinonuggets #dinopasta
#smileyfries #TaylorU
Solution to
Sudoku

A&E

“When a mysterious blackout robs the globe of all technology, (internet,
computers, electricity, you name it), chaos ensues. First comes shock. Then
panic. Finally reality sets in . . .”

REVOLUTION, UNPLUGGED
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MODELING WHAT
WE TEACH

Faculty hope exhibit will inspire students to connect with art

WHAT I SAY WHEN
I’M NOT SPEAKING

Music faculty look forward to annual concert as a way to connect with students and fellow professors
KELLY HELTON

DAVID SEAMAN

CONTRIBUTOR

STAFF WRITER

The polished brass of his beloved trombone gleams grade, he started playing the baritone horn. He eventuin the soft fluorescent light. Taylor Professor of Music ally became drum major for his high school marching
Al Harrison raises the instrument to his lips and puts band, and this experience led to his desire to teach
his fingers through the familiar motions of an Arthur music as a career. Harrison pursued the trombone
Pryor number. Music fills his office like rain pounding during his undergraduate years at Virginia Commonwealth University. He came to Taylor in 1978 as
on a tin roof.
Down the hall, adjunct professor Keisha Cook Director of Instrumental Ensembles after earning his
warms up her voice with scales and arpeggios. She master’s degree at the University of Illinois.
For Harrison, teaching music is a way he serves
carries on in the tradition of her grandmother and
great-aunts, both vocalists before her, as she begins Christ with his skills and abilities.
Professor Cook, however, found her inspiration
trilling the notes of a Donizetti aria.
in musical theater. “I
Harrison and
wanted to be an EngCook are among
lish teacher until
seven music faculty Harrison, who has been teaching at Taylor since
members who will 1978, said the White Linen Concert tradition began I h eard Th e P h antom of the Opera in
showcase their talas an opportunity for faculty to perform for their
eighth grade,” Cook
ents at the Annual
said. “That experience
White Linen Faculty students. “We model what we teach in the studio.”
changed everything. I
Concert this Sunday.
realized I could teach
Other participants
in the concert include adjunct professors Julie Lyn Bar- and become a professional musician.”
Cook has many fond memories of attending gospel
ber, Mary Katherine Brewer, Darrel Fiene, Adele Maxfield and staff accompanist Luke Tyler. The concert band rehearsal with her grandmother and great-aunts
will feature music from Puccini, Handel, Sarasate and and listening to her father play the trumpet. She sang
with her grandmother and sister and played anything
others on a variety of instruments and vocal ranges.
Harrison, who has been teaching at Taylor since musical she could get her hands on, she said.
Cook said she chose teaching because she has a
1978, said the White Linen Concert tradition began
as an opportunity for faculty to perform for their stu- passion for helping others and for learning from her
colleagues and students. She joined the Taylor staff
dents.
“We model what we teach in the studio,” Harrison this year, having completed undergraduate and masters degrees in music. She is currently pursuing her
said.
He also called the concert an opportunity for doctorate at Ball State, and she hopes the White Linen
full-time faculty “to interact with part-time adjunct Concert will be an opportunity for students and faculty
faculty in faith and musicianship.” The concert has to interact beyond conversation.
now become an annual event for the entire campus
community to enjoy.
The White Linen Concert will be held at 7 p.m. Sunday,
Harrison’s love of music started in fourth grade Sept. 30 in the Butz-Carruth Recital Hall. A cookie recepwhen he took lessons at school for the cornet, a three- tion will be provided in the lobby afterward.
valved wind instrument similar to a trumpet. In eighth

“The aim of art is to prepare a person for death, to
plough and harrow his soul, rendering it capable of
turning to good.” This quote from Russian filmmaker
Andrei Tarkovsky holds personal meaning for Taylor
Art Professor Joshua Welker.
“Speaking for myself, I want my work to affect some
amount of change, bring up questions of life and death,”
Welker said. Welker’s work may have the opportunity
to stimulate these questions during Taylor’s upcoming Art Department Faculty Show. He and other art
faculty will step out of the classroom and into the
gallery, allowing their artworks to speak for themselves.
The faculty show, “What I Say When I’m Not Speaking,” will run Oct. 1-26 in the Metcalf Visual Arts Center.
The show has no particular theme, but will give campus
a taste of what the art professors are currently working
on, Welker said. “You can find themes if you are looking for them,” he said. “It really is an occasion for art
students to see where the bar is, to inspire them and
to teach them. To connect.”
Most of the art department faculty members will
include at least one work in the show, ranging from
wood blocks to ceramics. Associate professor of Art
Curt Ellis plans to display a polyptych, which is a panel
painting divided into sections or panels. “It is four
poster-like graphical images of the Gospels,” Ellis said,
describing his work.
Welker will display a landscape wood block print
in the exhibit. He said the work has been a year in the
making. “I’ve had the idea brewing for a while,” Welker
said. “The work is a sculpture dealing with weight and
space. I want it to get people thinking.”
Welker has experience in showcasing his art: He
has won major art competitions in London and the
United States, and his work has been displayed in New
York City.
Professor John Reishus will have a collection in the
show exhibiting pottery works and sculpture. His con-

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Art professors and faculty gather in the Metacalf Gallery to discuss plans
for displaying their pieces in the upcoming art show.

tribution will include a large steel sculpture entitled
“Watch.” He will also exhibit pottery of various sizes,
as well as two multiple-shelf stands made of many
different types of wood.
Besides pottery, wood blocks and paintings, other
artworks will include mixed-media presentations,
hand-built ceramics and jewelry. Professors Jonathan
Bouw, Ryan James, Susan Nace and Kathy Herrmann
will all participate in the show.
Welker hopes the faculty show will reach out to more
than just art majors. “Our main focus is to get people
thinking, to make them connect with the art,” he said.
“These are works that can inspire all kinds of people,
not just our students.”
In honor of the exhibit, a special artist’s reception will
take place Oct. 19 at 6 p.m. in the Metcalf gallery area.

AND NOW OUR FEATURE

REVOLUTION,
PRESENTATION
KATHRYN KROEKER

A&E EDITOR

You’ve put up with my obscure taste in movies for several weeks now. If I
have not mentioned your favorite flick yet, you may be starting to question whether my opinions are worth your while. Unfortunately, there
are scores of films worth watching that I haven’t even gotten to myself.
But read on, because today you will hear from several Taylor faculty
members, resident experts who know what they’re talking about. For
once you don’t have to take my word for it — you can take theirs instead.

THE WAY — Steve Messer, professor of History
Summary: A grieving father travels to Europe to retrieve the body of
his dead son, only to find himself traversing the same pilgrimage route
his son had taken in pursuit of healing and greater purpose for his life.
Rated PG-13 for drug use and thematic elements
Why you should watch it: “The Way is a moving depiction of facing
loss and searching for redemption,” Messer said. The film context is
an actual pilgrimage route, The Way of St. James, running through
France and Spain. Messer suggested letting the characters challenge
you as they support and challenge each other. Although the content is
heavy, be sure to “check out the hilarious discussion of writer’s block,”
he added.
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD Collection, F W36E

CHARIOTS OF FIRE — Ed Meadors, professor of Biblical Studies
Summary: This film tells the true story of Scottish sprinter and dedicated Christian Eric Liddell, who is forced to choose between prestige
and conscience — between trying for the gold medal on a Sunday or
preserving the Sabbath.
Rated PG for brief strong language
Why you should watch it: “Liddell exemplified what it looked like to
‘seek first the Kingdom of God,’” Meadors said. His favorite scene from
the movie occurs when Liddell reads a passage from Isaiah 40 to a
crowd of spectators. “Imagine all the unsuspecting movie goers who
heard these prophetic words,” Meadors said. “The scenery, the acting
and the music will make you want to find a beach and run.”
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD Collection, F C378

INCEPTION — Scott Moeschberger, professor of Psychology
Summary: In a world where technology can penetrate the human mind,
Dom Cobb is hired for the dangerous job of planting an idea in the mind
of an unsuspecting but not unprotected victim.

UNPLUGGED
KARI TRAVIS

WORLD EDITOR

What if your iPhone stopped working? What if you couldn’t
log on to the internet?
What if, one day, everything just turned off ?
These are the questions that Revolution, a brand new
NBC drama created by legendary Hollywood directors/
producers J.J. Abrams and Jon Favreau, asks of its audience
in just the first five minutes of the pilot episode.
Here’s how the plot unfolds.
When a mysterious blackout robs the globe of all
technology, (internet, computers, electricity, you name it),
chaos ensues. First comes shock. Then panic.
Finally reality sets in: The world is unplugged, and
technology is never coming back.
A new political order soon rises from the aftermath of the
apocalyptic episode. Countries are redistributed and regions
redevelop. But the leadership that accompanies these
Photograph by macaulay.cuny.edu
arrangements is more violent, extremist and tyrannical
Cast of Revolution, NBC’s new drama from legendary producers and directors J.J. Abrams
than ever before. Fifteen years after the catastrophe, many
and Jon Favreau.
people living in the Monroe Republic, ( formerly known as
to allow good character development. Dialogue comes off as dry
the United States), are asking just one question.
and wooden, and relationships are more predictable than profound.
Why did the blackout happen?
Out of all those who seek answers, Revolution’s central character, Technical details could also use some polish due to scene transitions
Charlie (Tracy Spiridakos), is the least curious. An impulsive young that often jar the viewer away from the storyline’s believability.
All that being said, Revolution is a thought-provoking story which
woman with a stubborn, adventurous personality, Charlie’s greatest wish
is to leave the isolated town in which her father insists the family remain. embodies a relevant idea.
Would the world be able to survive without technology?
She’ll do anything to see what used to be great metropolitan centers of
J.J. Abrams, Revolution’s executive producer, said he wants audiences
the old civilization. Charlie does not share her father’s paranoid ideas
to walk away from the show with the ability to form their own answers to
about the events leading up to the blackout.
But when Charlie’s father (Tim Guinee) is murdered, and her brother this question.
“I think we’re actually desperate to get away from . . . the electronic
is kidnapped by the extremist government’s militia, Charlie learns that
firestorm,
our addiction to our screens,” he said in an interview with
some adventures are more dangerous and riddled with conspiracy than
she ever imagined. And when she is thrown headlong into a quest to InsideTV. “How much is too much? Strangely enough, I’ve found that
rescue her brother, Charlie begins to wonder just how much her father when technology is not an option, oddly enough, it’s a wish-fulfillment.
knew about the worldwide power outage. She is also forced to question Turning off, shutting down — it just feels right.”
Given the promising premise of its debut episode, Revolution just might
why Monroe’s government is on the hunt to find her long-estranged
influence viewers to discuss these ideas amongst themselves. Better yet,
uncle, Miles (Billy Burke).
Revolution’s plot, while slightly cliché in its character approach, is full perhaps audiences will begin to act on the ideas by taking a break from
of intrigue. The pilot episode is chock full of action and includes a full- addicting technologies.
If, that is, they can turn off Revolution long enough to go participate in
scale twist that will grab attention and reel in a fan following.
On a more discriminating note, the pace of the story goes too fast a non-technologically driven activity of a more revolutionary value.

CALENDER OF EVENTS FOR SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER
YOUR GUIDE FOR WHERE TO BE WHEN THINGS HAPPEN

Sept. 28-29
“Much Ado About Nothing”
2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., IWU Black Box Theatre

Sept. 30
White Linen Chamber Concert
7 p.m., Butz-Carruth Recital Hall

Oct. 1-26
Art Department Faculty Exhibit
Metcalf Visual Arts Center Gallery

Rated PG-13 for violence
Why you should watch it: “As a psychologist, this is a great mind-bender,”
Moeschberger said. “(It) is filled with so many plots that I never wanted
to shift my gaze for fear of missing an important piece to the puzzle.”
Because it’s almost too much to wrap your mind around, Moeschberger
suggested, “Extra debriefing time with friends is a must after viewing
this masterpiece.”
Where to find it: Zondervan Library DVD Collection, F In21

Oct. 3
“Titanic: The Musical”
7:30 p.m., Emens Auditorium, BSU

Oct. 6

Gaither Vocal Band Concert
7:30 p.m., IWU Chapel Auditorium

Oct. 5

“Harvest Celebration” Parents Weekend
Concert
7:30 p.m., Rediger Auditorium

Oct. 12-14

Marion Civic Theatre presents “The Crucible”
7:30 p.m., James Dean Memorial Theatre,
Marion

Oct. 5-6
“Waiting for Godot”
8 p.m. and 11 p.m., Mitchell Theatre

Oct. 13

Ryan Seaton in concert
7 p.m., Epworth United Methodist Church,
Matthews

FEATURES

Now the question she faces every week isn’t whether or not to go to
church. It’s whether or not to leave her bed.

BEDSIDE COMFORT
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THE
“COOL GUY”
LIVES
“You get it or you don’t”

Though James Dean is no longer living, his spirit lives on in the lives of
his admirers.
KYLA MARTIN

L&T / FEATURES CO-EDITOR

C

urt Whirl, 34, hasn’t missed the James aspects, but “Rebel
Dean Festival in 24 years, making the W i t h o u t a C a u s e”
trip up from Florida since he was 18. sp e a k s t o hi m on
Whirl is a Marion native, born another level.
and raised . He moved to Florida
“I will always have
straight out of high school, landing himself a life a s p e c i a l p l a c e
in entertainment like his childhood hero.
i n my h e a r t w i t h
Unlike his hero, Whirl works as a character actor ‘ R e b e l W i t h o u t a
for Disney, now working more on the operational Cause,’” Whirl said,
side of Disney. He kept the specifics quiet because because he relates
Disney is hush-hush about who plays their famous to Jim Stark, Dean’s
characters.
character in the film,
Photograph by Kyla Martin
From left to right: Dave Loehr, Chris Matthews, Lenny Prusack and Adam Brethertr talk James Dean on the porch of the James Dean Gallery.
“I got into acting because of James Dean,” Whirl who, starved of love
said. “Ultimately, be yourself in terms of whatever f r o m h i s p a re n t s ,
— whatever it is. Listen to your first instinct of what turns to rebellion and leaves home.
dedication to a man they never met.
Brethertr said.
you really want to do. Don’t waste any time and
Whirl suggested the two movies. Chris Matthews,
“There’s a common ground that brings everyone
Dave Loehr moved to out here from the East
just do it.”
44, recomended catching “Giant,” Dean’s final together — James Dean,” Matthews said.
Coast and opened the gallery with Lenny Prusack
James Dean taught him to be brave. To go after on-screen appearance, an appearance no one
“You get it or you don’t,” said Adam Brethertr, 28. who moved from Brooklyn 24 years ago.
This fan has made the trip four times now, last
Prusack remembers a couple visiting, the
year spending three months in Fairmount. He’s man claiming to be an actor from L.A. Not
James Dean attracts very cool people. They’re sensitive, creative,
got to get on a plane, though, because he lives in recognizing them, he looked outside and saw their
Manchester, U.K.
transportation — a stretch limo. The limo driver
artistic, caring. It’s just a very odd group, and we’ve got this one
The feel this place gives him is worth the trip — said the visitor was famous, so Prusack got his
he wrote 12 chapters of his book during the summer picture taken with the man.
thing in common.”
he stayed there on “career break.”
“(I thought) man, this guy is popular,” Prusack
“I don’t think you guys have that here,” Brethertr said.
said.
Matthew Morrison, who plays the teacher
Brethertr sees Dean’s sensitivity, something he Matthew Morrison from GLEE, was the visitor.
what he wants. To be comfortable with who he is. viewed until after his death.
views as important for men, his self-awareness,
“James Dean attracts very cool people,” Prusack
“He was my hero growing up,” Whirl said. “When
Matthews wears his hero’s persona every day, a not taking himself too seriously, his creativity in said. “They’re sensitive, creative, artistic, caring.
you’re so young, people look up to different things tattooed outline of Dean’s classic pose — standing, addition to being an actor as a sculptor, a painter, It’s just a very odd group, and we’ve got this one
— James Dean was mine.”
ankles crossed, fingers wrapped around a lit a musician, a photographer.
thing in common.”
As a kid, Whirl used his summers to bike from cigarette — covering the length of Matthew’s back.
“Everyone says the ‘live fast, die young,’” Brethertr
Dean’s life was short but full, impacting the fans
Marion to Fairmount, about 11 miles, almost daily.
Matthews hosted a couple talk shows, owned said. “But I don’t think that’s one of [Dean’s] better he left behind.
“Used to ride my bike past the Winslow farm, a few motorcycle shops, both featuring Dean’s quotes because he certainly didn’t want to die. He
“He didn’t have a chance to make a flop, or do
stop at James Dean’s grave, have a moment, keep character’s name in “Giant”: Jett Rink. Matthews was just constantly moving.”
something corny or out-of-character,” Prusack said.
on going, spend the day at the gallery, downtown made it big. But the day after his second marriage
With Dean as a model, Brethertr dabbles in
“He never got a chance to disappoint us,” Matthews
Fairmount, and then be back in time for dinner,” ended, he came here.
writing books and screenplays in the U.K., but he said.
Whirl said. “I was very infatuated.”
“It feels very much like a family down here,” Whirl loves the town and considers making a final trip
If only he could see himself now.
Whirl could barely play favorites with Dean’s said. “Almost like a homecoming.”
here.
movies. He loves “East of Eden” for its technical
They all feel it. It’s this unexplainable honor and
“ You’ve got to live here to be a true Deaner,”

BEDSIDE
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Every year, students search for a church nearby, but
could online church be the solution?
MEREDITH SELL
STAFF WRITER

S

u n d ay m o r n i n g . Yo u r a l a r m r i n g s . another’s burdens (Galatians
Groaning, you smack it off and roll over, 6:2), make allowance for
wondering why you watched two extra one another’s faults, teach
hours of “Once Upon a Time” the night and admonish one another
before. You should get up and get ready (Colossians 3:16) and exhort,
for church, but your bed is warm, your pillows are forgive, comfort and edify
soft and your church here isn’t anything like the one o n e a n o t h e r ( H e b r e w s
1 0 :25; C o lo ssi an s 3:13; 1
back home.
Sophomore Adria McCardy knows the feeling. Thessalonians 5:11).
All are difficult to
McCardy is from the Bahamas, where people aren’t
shy about being friendly and where worship includes accomplish without physical
dancing. Both are hard to find in America’s heartland, presence.
“ You cannot creat e th e
so last school year McCardy stuck with her home
church, Grace Community Church (GCC), by going depth of the experience of
being with other people,”
online.
A student watches an online sermon without leaving campus, ready to engage with her Bible in hand.
Now the question she faces every week isn’t said professor of Computer
whether or not to go to church. It’s whether or not Science & Engineering Jeff
But her RealLife experience didn’t encourage
Cramer. “It can’t be done better than face-to-face.”
to leave her bed.
her to attend a local church and neither did her
Uncomfortable Community
Online Church?
Before Taylor, McCardy taught Sunday school floormates.
It’s hard to find statistics of online church, but a
“I felt that I didn’t really fit in with any particular
Google search gets upwards of 900 million hits. Some for six and seven year olds, served in GCC’s dance
online churches are exclusively web-based, with team and helped with youth events and AWANA. She group, which made it hard to ask for rides to church,”
message boards to facilitate “fellowship.” Others, like couldn’t imagine her life without ministry, so shortly McCardy said. “I felt more comfortable opening the
McCardy’s, are meant to be an extension of a physical after her arrival to Upland, McCardy joined RealLife, laptop and going online.”
Finding a local church in a new
church’s ministry and a resource to
place can be an uncomfortable
temporarily absent members.
e n d e a v o r. O n l i n e c h u r c h i s
When McCardy attends church
appealing because it doesn’t remove
— every Sunday from 11 a.m. to 1
“I felt that I didn’t really fit in with any particular group, which
us from our comfort zones.
p.m. at gracechurchbahamas.com —
“ The disciple of Christ is
she sees her congregation on screen,
made it hard to ask for rides to church. I felt more comfortable
eventually going to have to give
but they don’t see her, and she feels
some of that up,” said professor
disconnected.
opening the laptop and going online.”
of Biblical Studies Greg MaGee.
“Being in church in person, you’re
“ You’re humbling yourself, you’re
definitely more focused and more in
submitting to other people, you’re
the presence of God,” she said.
engaging with a community of
This hearkens back to Jesus’
people that sometimes annoy you or sometimes
words in Matthew 18:20: “For where two or three a relational ministry to inner city kids in Marion.
“It was good,” McCardy said. “It felt like AWANA make you uncomfortable, but that’s part of the
are gathered together in my name, there am I in the
all over again. I really appreciated the experience I grow th process — learning how to lay aside
midst of them.”
The New Testament sets the church’s purpose had, and it helped me not feel trapped in the Taylor preferences and deal with people that you wouldn’t
normally seek out.”
and function. Believers are instructed to bear one community.”

Photograph by Micah Hancock

Cramer views finding a church in the area a benefit
to not only students, but community members, as
well.
“Going to church with people who are just like you
might be fine, but you’ll miss out on opportunities
to learn things,” Cramer said. “Taylor students can
bring a vibrancy to a local church here that can be
an incredible blessing to that church.”
McCardy is temporarily absent from GCC, only
returning home and to her church over Christmas
and summer breaks. She hasn’t left forever, but
nine months out of a year is a long time without the
physical body of Christ.
This year she is motivated to find a local church.
“I want to get the most I can out of Taylor,” McCardy
said. “And I think that going to church and being part
of the community is part of it.”
She hasn’t visited any physical churches, yet. She
doesn’t have a game plan. But, who knows, maybe
this weekend she’ll join the rest of us in the search.
Maybe this Sunday the question will be whether or
not to leave the dorm and sing with some strangers
in America’s heartland.

OPINIONS

“The NFL referees lockout is now over. But will the situation
be any different?”
NFL REFERESS LOCKOUT
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE
GOOD MEN GONE?
NATHAN STURGIS
CONTRIBUTOR

A long time ago, back in the 1800’s, a man named Josiah Gilbert Holland
penned these words: “God, give us men! A time like this demands strong
minds, great hearts, true faith and ready hands.”
He wanted real men, men who would stand true against injustice, bring
honor back into leadership and defend freedom. That need is still present
today, even here at Taylor.
Women dominate Taylor’s campus. No, I’m not being sexist. This is
realistic. According to the US News report on Taylor University this year,
roughly 57 percent of students are female. Of the co-ed dorms, Gerig Hall
and Swallow Robin Hall both house a majority of women rather than men
(two floors of women, one floor for men in both cases). And women also
are more involved in campus and community ministries.
Now, women who are reading this, please don’t mistake me and get
offended. I do not have any problem with female leadership. I know many
women who lead ministries and who work in leadership positions. And
that’s wonderful!
Liz Nolan, one of two student directors of Taylor’s Community Outreach,
told me in an interview, “(Men) are a real need in our ministries. We need
guys to step up and join (the) ministries.”
I am not calling for less female leadership. I am calling for more male
leadership.
We need men. We need godly men to step up to leadership. And by “we”
I mean not just that women need men to step up, but boys need men to
step up too and show them how to be a man.
Kaleb Davis, a student leader in BASSYCS said, “I remember as a kid
one of the coolest things was seeing the older people come hang out with
us (in Sunday School).”
Kids look up to us college students. Boys look up to us guys. We’re older,
know more of the world and God, and that makes us cool. Boys want men
they can emulate. They want older guys like us college students to show
them how to be men. Obviously, women can’t provide that. Women can’t
show boys how to be men,
no matter how many times
they sing “I’ll Make a Man
Out of You” from “Mulan.”
I myself know how
inspiring it is to benefit
from older guys being
leaders
and taking interest
EDITOR IN CHIEF
in me. In high school, a
Corrie Dyke
college student I knew
CREATIVE DIRECTOR
helped me get through one
Timothy P. Riethmiller

of the toughest times of
my life. Without his
friendship, I wouldn’t
be the man I am today.
We need you. We
need men to lead in
Taylor’s community.
We need men, good,
God-honoring to
lead in Upland.
And if you can’t
lead here, on
this small
campus, how
can you lead
out in the real
world?
We d o n’ t
need you to be
perfect. We need
you to be
available. We need
you to be willing to
serve.
Th ere i s stud ent
government and Taylor
Student Outreach clubs. There
are BASSYCS, One-on-One, Red
Barn, ReaLife, and many other places
where guys can lead here on campus. Go to
the Taylor World Outreach or Student
Organization office in the Union, and they’ll be more
than happy to help you out!
So please, get off your butt and turn off the TV, the
computer, the video games. Get out of your room. Get out
into the community.
In “Courageous,” the latest Christian movie offering from Alex
Kendrick, the main character challenges the audience:
“Where are you, men of courage? . . . It’s time to rise up and
answer the call that God has given to you and to say ‘I will. I will. I
will!’”
Will you?
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RESPONSE TO

NFL REFEREES
LOCKOUT

STEPHEN WEICK

LUCAS SWEITZER

CONTRIBUTOR

OPINIONS CO-EDITOR

“THOUGHTS ON CLIMATE CHANGE”
In last weeks Echo, Lucas Sweitzer started off subject could easily discover them.
The trouble is that when one is addressing
his article by saying, “There are a lot of things
I’d like to say about climate change — global those who disagree (or just don’t know) with
warming — whatever, you know what I mean.” the mainstream scientific point of view
concerning either global warming or climate
Sorry, sir, I don’t know what you mean.
I don’t really know what people mean when change, it becomes an easy thing to simply
they equivocate on the terms of climate change paint the one term as equal to the other. That
and global warming. The options are not either is, those that disagree that global warming is a
believe in both climate change and thereby recently occurring, human caused phenomena
global warming or abandon both. Global are painted as also denying the advent of
climate change and global warming are quite climate change in its entirety. From my
different terms, referring each to different perspective, this contrast is ridiculous.
We find a good example
stages and forms of
of this false dichotomy in
phenomena. They need to
be used and applied
Global climate change l a s t w e e k ’s a r t i c l e
“Thoughts on Climate
responsibly for the sake of
the whole discussion and global warming are Change.” Sweitzer remarks
that he is always interested
surrounding them, not
quite different terms,
to hear the views of those
interchangeably. Only then
referring each to
who have “arrived at the
can the morality of entropic
conclusion that climate
ecological sustainability be
different stages and
change isn’t real.” But then
truly addressed.
he moves on to state that
According to the Interforms of phenomena.
the position of “global
governmental Panel on
warming is a hoax” is
Climate Change (the IPCC
was awarded the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize for indefensibly pursuant to the information given
its work on climate change), the term ‘climate in the Global Land-Ocean Temperature Index
change’ refers to changes in the climate, which provided by NASA, as if those two positions are
can be both up or down, and either caused by the same.
Those who disagree with the conclusion
human interaction with the environment, or by
natural climate shifts. These shifts are termed drawn by scientists, that global warming is
by the IPCC as the difference between “natural something for which we are responsible, are
variability” or “human activity.” This definition not necessarily holding the position that
climate change isn’t real. It is highly unfair to
can refer to either warming or cooling.
Global warming, on the other hand, refers characterize them this way, implied or
directly to an increase in temperature, and otherwise. The attitude that comes with this
generally refers to specific greenhouse gases equivocation smugly views those who hold
that affect this increase. You may be wondering alternative opinions as children in the
why this matters, as the differences can be classroom corner eating glue while “smart” kids
small and anyone wishing to understand the do higher order mathematics at the table.

Facebook statuses flooded in, so I could be any bad calls this weekend, you’re about
see the situation develop in real time. The to be sorely disappointed.
Every bad call of this season of football
first one simply said “Oh God thank you
the refs are back.” Another said “Let’s play has been chalked up to the terrible
some real football.” Finally, just the concise replacement referees, but I think that’s just
“#thursdaynightanticipation.” Never mind commentators giving excuses for just some
that hashtags don’t work on Facebook, I bad luck. Whether or not there have been
more bad calls is surely an important issue
guess it’s just the new thing to do.
Long story short, these posts were to discuss, and I just don’t believe the
responding to the NFL referees lockout, difference has been noticeable from past
which is now conditionally over, having years — again, just me.
reached an eight-year agreement last
I think as a culture we place too much
Wednesday. The new deal will be voted on value on entertainment like the NFL. We
today and tomorrow and must be passed funnel millions of dollars into these
by 51% of the union’s 121 members.
programs every year, to players that drive
The new agreement settles much of the drunk, rape women and train dogs to kill.
contended elements of NFL referees, Apparently, this exorbitant lavish expense
including pension and retirements benefits is attached to referees, as well. The
for the part-time employees. The referees difference from referee cost from last year
currently make $149,000 a year, and the to this year is $24,000. If that expense was
new contract pushes that up to $173,000 a applied to every referee in the union, that
year by 2013, and $205,000 a year by 2019. means the cost is going up $2,904,000.
I’m happy the lockout is over, I really Can’t we find some more important things
am. I’m no expert on football, but at least to do with the $3 million?
I won’t have to see condescending posts
This is a drop of water in the financial
and tweets from football know-it-alls this hurricane of the NFL, but can’t we start
weekend. Or will I?
somewhere?
I guess this is what I really have to say
Lockouts seem to just be another part
about the referee lockout: will it really of our sports culture in America, with the
make that much of a difference? I hate to NFL already having a lockout scare last
sound callous, but won’t we always heckle year. The NBA, the NHL and so on. In
referees?
structure, they’re very similar to the
I watched the highlight last Monday of teacher’s strike that ended last week in
the Packers-Seahawks game with the Chicago. But in practice, they’re anything
clearly incorrect call of Golden Tate’s but.
possession that directly affected the
Maybe I ’m too far detached from
outcome of the upset game. Yeah, the call football that my opinion is simply too
was wrong. I don’t want to offend any of my audacious, but if the “normal” referees
Green Bay friends, but wrong calls are a want $3 million more to do their job, I say
part of the game. If you think there won’t the back-ups are just fine.

Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to lucas_sweitzer@taylor.edu by
Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.

“Guys were playing two positions higher than usual, and
we were still very competitive.”

TROJAN NATION

Men’s tennis team loses close match to Indiana
Tech
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Men’s tennis team loses
close match to Indiana
Tech
NICK VAN HEEST
SPORTS WRITER

Below: Freshman Elaina Mellott watches the ball after her chip. Above: Elliot Day observes the green as he sets up his next putt.

Photographs by Cameron Andry

MEN AND WOMEN’S GOLF BATTLE
AT BLACKTHORN
JORDAN MILLER
STAF F WRI TER

Fifteen collegiate golf teams gathered Monday bogeys and bigger are hard to get back from,”
and Tuesday to shoot it out in the Battle at Andry said. “But I think probably more than
anything is that we have to get better mentally.
Blackthorn two-day tournament in South Bend,
Talent and skill level are plenty good enough.
Ind. The Taylor men’s team stroked their way to
We’ve got to make sure that we are refining our
a respectable seventh in the tournament with a approach to the game so that when we show up
total of 629 for both days. The women’s team, in we’re ready to play and put together a solid 18
their first official two-day event, continues to holes of golf.”
build their newly founded program.
In their first year ever, the Taylor women’s
Junior Elliot Day led the team with scores golf team competed in their first official twoof 74-78 which tied him for 11th individually day tournament.
at 152 strokes overall. Another key player was
“We found out in the spring that we were gojunior Brandon Tereshko, who took home 18th ing to have women’s golf this year,” Andry said,
and was two strokes off Day with 154 between “so it’ll be a slow building process to build up a
both days.
full team.”
“Both of those guys played pretty well,” said
With only three players, the women’s team
Coach Cam Andry. “I was pleased with how was unable to post a team score, which rethey played throughout the whole tournament. quires four players. Freshman Elaina Mellott
The other three guys, we’ve got to get them to paved the way with 91-99, while freshman Meawhere I know they can be and we’ll be able to gan Devries shot a 107-105 and freshman Erin
compete a little bit better with those top tier Erickson posted a 119-123.
teams.”
As they continue to build the program at TayAlthough the team finished in the upper half lor, Andry and the team approach each event
of the tournament, Andry and the team are not with high optimism.
satisfied.
“All you can ask for them is that they compete
“Seventh is not quite good enough,” Andry hard, and so that’s what they did,” Andry said.
said. “We’re better than that and we’ve got to “I was proud of the way that they carried themprove that. For us, it starts day in and day out selves and the way they competed.”
at practice and how dedicated we are at getting
The Taylor golf teams look to finish out their
better.”
fall schedule with the Taylor University Fall InThrough hard work and attention to detail, vitational Oct. 10 and 11 in Ada, Mich.
Andry looks to build the rest of his players’ potential.
“We’ll have to get better at just eliminating
big mistakes. Bogeys don’t kill you, but double

Tuesday night’s 5-4 defeat at Indiana Tech was a microcosm of
the Taylor men’s tennis program’s entire season: A narrow loss
that could have resulted differently with a few favorable breaks.
The Trojans’ regular No. 1 and No. 3 singles players, senior
Wes Young and sophomore Carlos Guarin, missed the match
due to injury. But the team rose to the challenge by taking
three of the first four singles matches after falling behind in
doubles play 2-1.
With the score deadlocked at 4-4, however, Indiana Tech
prevailed in the final singles match to clinch the victory.
“We had a few guys out with injuries, but everyone stepped
up to fill in those spots,” said senior Luke Tilden.
Senior Jon Erny said the Trojans could compete with a
team as strong and competitive as Indiana Tech.
“Guys were playing two positions higher than usual, and
we were still very competitive,” Erny said.
In singles play, Tilden lost in the No. 1 slot 6-4, 6-2; junior
Cameron Boehning lost a tight match 7-5, 7-6 (3) while senior
Wes Nitzsche claimed victory 6-3, 6-1.
“I was able to play consistent in my singles match and allowed my opponent to make errors,” Nitszche said. “I played
smart and didn’t make many mistakes.”
Freshman Collin Williams lost 6-0, 6-3, and Erny won 6-4,
6-4. Freshman Carter Perry dominated his match 6-1, 6-3.
In doubles play, the team of Nitzsche and Williams lost 8-6,
junior Kenny Cassidy and sophomore Michael Reynolds lost
8-4 while Perry and junior John Cecil conquered their opponents 8-4.
“I played the important points consistently well and was
happy with the way I used a variety of shots to give my opponent different looks,” Erny said.
Taylor lost again Thursday night to Spring Arbor in a makeup match because of a rain out earlier this year.
Guaranteed to finish seventh in conference, the Trojans
(3-8, 2-6) compete at Davenport (Michigan) this weekend
against Davenport and Cornerstone University. The Crossroads League Tournament kicks off Tuesday, Oct. 2.
“Going into the conference tournament, our goal is to
figure out our strongest lineup,” said Head Coach Don Taylor.
“No matter how you did during the year, the tournament is a
whole new season.”
Despite the difficult season, the team has become closeknit.
“My favorite thing about the tennis season is the camaraderie on the team,” Nitzsche said.
“The guys are a lot of fun, and getting to play a sport I love
alongside them makes it even better,” Tilden added.
Coach Taylor believes the team spirit could be the key to a
successful conference tournament.
“We’ve got a good group of guys who don’t give up,” Taylor
said. “We haven’t been firing on all cylinders in any match
yet, but if we can get everyone to fire on the same cylinder,
we can be a team that might surprise some teams in the
tournament.”

Colts Unlucky Against Jags
JEFF YODER
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

The good news is the NFL referee lockout ended on
Wednesday. The bad news is the Colts’ game, unlike
the Packers’ game, was blown in the final minute by
the defense and not the officials. The Colts outplayed
the Jacksonville Jaguars for 59 minutes of Sunday’s
60-minute division matchup but fell to the Jaguars
22-17 in heartbreaking fashion.
The Colts looked impressive in the first half as
they held Jacksonville to a field goal on the opening
drive and nothing more the rest of the half. Colts
quarterback Andrew Luck answered immediately,
going three for three and capping a six-play drive
with a 40-yard touchdown to wide receiver Ty
Hilton.
Luck and the Colts put up another touchdown on
a 4-yard strike to Mewelde Moore with 42 seconds
remaining in the half. A 14-3 halftime lead and an
efficient Andrew Luck had Colts fans optimistic.
Jacksonville’s Maurice Jones-Drew went un-

touched on a 59-yard touchdown on the Jaguars’
first play of the second half. Two field goals by Josh
Scobee during the next two quarters gave them a
16-14 lead over Indianapolis.
Colts’ kicker Adam Vinatieri pushed a 36-yard
field goal wide left with 4:45 left in the fourth. After
getting a pair of defensive stops, the Colts got Vinatieri another look. This time, he nailed a 37-yard
field goal to give the Colts a 17-16 advantage with
1:01 left in regulation.
Fans in Lucas Oil Stadium let out a sigh of relief
as 56 seconds remained, and the Colts were on
their way to a 2-1 record. The second win would tie
the number of wins they had in all 2011.
The game felt like it was over. Jacksonville quarterback Blaine Gabbert had completed nine of his
20 passes for just 75 yards through 59 minutes. The
Jaguars needed to go 80 yards in 56 seconds. They
did it in 12. Gabbert’s first pass of the drive was a
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The Colts’ first round draft choice Andrew Luck
was impressive, but still made some rookie decisions. He completed just 22 of his 46 passes, totaling 318 yards, two touchdowns and one interception. Colts’ receiver Reggie Wayne caught eight of
those passes for 88 yards. A humble Luck took the
blame after the game.
“I point the finger at myself,” Luck said. “I made
some bad decisions, throwing the ball straight to
the mike linebacker. A couple passes that were
behind guys on third downs that would have kept
drives going.”
The Colts fall to 1-2 heading into their bye week
and will face Green Bay in Week 5. Jacksonville is
also 1-2 as they travel back to Florida to face the
Cincinnati Bengals on Sunday.

THE
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strike on a post route to second-year receiver Cecil
Shorts III who sprinted for an 80-yard touchdown
to give Jacksonville a 22-17 edge.
“It was actually the perfect play call for the coverage they ran,” Shorts said. “Blaine (Gabbert) just
did a great job throwing the ball. He should get the
credit.”
In just a dozen seconds, Indy’s euphoria was
replaced with disappointment.
The Colts got one last possession and moved
the ball to the Jacksonville 26-yard line with only 7
seconds on the clock. Back-to-back jump balls in
the end zone intended for Reggie Wayne were batted down as the Jaguars walked away with a 22-17
victory.
Apart from Shorts’ big catch, the Jaguars’ passing
attack was insignificant most of the game. Running back Maurice Jones-Drew stole the show and
rushed for 177 yards on 28 carries and a touchdown.
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“These players will never give up. They will never just stop trying. That’s
never been the problem.”

VOLLEYBALL TEAM LOSES
NAIL-BITER TO DII SCHOOL
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FOOTBALL (2-2, 0-0)
SCHEDULE
9/29 @ Siena Heights 6 p.m.
10/06 vs Marian 7 p.m.
10/13 @ Concordia 1 p.m.
10/20 vs No. 1 St. Xavier

VOLLEYBALL (12-5, 7-2)
SCHEDULE
9/29 vs No. 22 Cornerstone 12 p.m. (Marion, Ind.)
9/29 vs Olivet Nazarene 2 p.m. (Marion, Ind.)
10/03 vs Marian 7 p.m.
10/05 vs St. Francis 6 p.m.

MEN’S SOCCER (5-5-1,
0-0-1)

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Senior Liz Luke goes for the kill against the Indianapolis Greyhounds on Wednesday.

VOLLEYBALL TEAM LOSES NAIL-BITER TO DII SCHOOL
WILL FAIRFAX
SPORTS WRITER

The 23rd-ranked Taylor volleyball team nearly pulled
off an incredible comeback in a hotly contested match
against the Division II Indianapolis Greyhounds 3-2
(25-14, 25-21, 24-26, 18-25, 17-15).
The Greyhounds, ranked No. 9 in DII polls, took
advantage of Taylor’s early mistakes and won the first
set 25-14.
The Trojans showed more fight in the second set and
had a 20-18 lead before Indianapolis won five straight
points on their way to a 25-21 win.
Taylor showed early in set three that they were not
going to leave without a fight as they won seven straight
points to build an early 8-2 lead. The Trojans led 17-10
before the Greyhounds fought back and tied up the
match at 24-24. Senior Liz Luke then had a huge kill
followed by an Indianapolis receiving error to give the
Trojans a 26-24 victory.
Taylor won four straight points to open up a 5-1 lead
at the beginning of the fourth set. They never relinquished the lead and won the set 25-18 as Indianapolis began to get frustrated. An angry Greyhound was
yellow-carded for an offensive statement soon after.
The fifth set was a war as both teams gave everything

they had to come away with the victory. Down 4-7,
junior Ashlyn DeHoogh had two straight kills followed
by a block to bring the deciding set to a 7-7 tie. The
Trojans saved one match point when DeHoogh got
another kill to reach a 15-15 tie before the Greyhounds
took two straight points to win the set 17-15.
Luke, who finished with a team-high 21 kills, said
they didn’t start out the match with enough fight.
“The first two games we were just playing good volleyball, we weren’t playing to win, and we weren’t fighting” Luke said. “After that second game we started to
fight them and play them hard, and so honestly the
fifth game it was anybody’s game. We were both fighting, and we were both playing the best game we could,
so there’s nothing that we would take back from that
fifth game. We fought and we played hard, and we’re
proud of that.”
Taylor also had to face Indianapolis’ senior Kristina
Kerrigan, who had a career high 33 kills and a seasonhigh 17 digs.
Head coach Brittany Smith was proud of her team’s
never-say-die attitude and their belief that they could
overcome the 0-2 deficit.

“Hands down . . . that’s the thing I love about Taylor
volleyball,” Smith said. “These players will never give
up. They will never just stop trying. That’s never been
the problem. We’re going to keep fighting till the very
last ball drops.”
The Trojans’ sluggish start might have cost them in
the end, but Luke said they learned a big lesson.
“We learned that we need to come out with that fight,
immediately in that first game rather than waiting for
that third game,” Luke said. “We learned that we need
to stick with our blocking plan, and when coach makes
an adjustment — we immediately adjust. And to just to
play with passion and fight.”
DeHoogh finished with 19 kills, while senior Ali
Swart added 14 kills. Freshman Julia Willey dictated
the offense with 57 assists.
Junior Montanna Ashline led the Trojans with eight
block assists, and senior Courtney Herschberger led
the team with 25 digs.
Taylor travels to Indiana Wesleyan Saturday to participate in the Mideast Regional Crossover. They face
No. 22 Cornerstone at 12 p.m. and Olivet Nazarene at
2 p.m.

Fantasy Feed TAYLOR LOSES SECOND STRAIGHT
ON THE ROAD AGAINST TRINE
Jamaal Charles,
Kansas City RB
Charles missed all of 2011 with a torn knee
and had just 90 yards total in Weeks 1 and 2 this
season. Just when he looked done in Kansas
City, he scampered for 233 yards and a touchdown in the Chiefs’ win over New Orleans.
Ben Roethlisberger,
Pittsburgh QB
Big Ben completed 36 of his 49 passes for 384
yards and four touchdowns against Oakland last
Sunday. Somehow the Steelers still lost 31-34.
Don’t play him this week though because the
Pittsburgh has a bye week.
Torrey Smith,
Baltimore WR
Smith lost his younger brother last Saturday
night in a motorcycle accident. Miraculously,
Smith gained the courage to still play in Sunday’s game against New England. He put on an
inspiring show with six receptions for 127 yards
and two touchdowns.
Kyle Rudolph,
Minnesota TE
Rudolph and Percy Harvin are almost the only
Vikings’ receiving options worth having. Normally not a productive fantasy starter, Rudolph
had five catches and two touchdowns last week
against a good 49ers defense.
Michael Vick,
Philadelphia QB
Vick threw six interceptions in the first two
weeks of the season. He fumbled twice last week
and once the previous week. Nine turnovers
and just three touchdowns through three weeks
means Vick should be on the bench until he
turns it around.
Shonn Greene,
New York RB
Greene was solid in Week 1 of 2012 but hasn’t
produced in the last two weeks. He has 63 yards
and no touchdowns on 30 carries in the past
two weeks.
Marques Colston,
New Orleans WR
Colston has always been a reliable receiver in
the past few years. He’s probably still the Saints’
No. 1 receiver, but he has no touchdowns yet this
season. He’s consistently getting 40-70 yards a
game, but nothing more.
Rob Gronkowski,
New England TE
The Gronk had the worst game of his career
last week with just two catches for 21 yards.
Don’t expect that every week, but be mindful
that the Patriots have a handful of weapons at
tight end.

GABE BAIN
SPORTS CO-EDITOR

Taylor’s football team dropped to .500 this Saturday after
visiting Trine University. The Trojans (2-2) have now
lost two straight games after dismantling their first two
opponents earlier this season.
A 45-minute delay occurred early in the game due
to heavy rain and lightning in the area. The delay did
not affect the Trojans much, since they had scored on
an 8-yard rushing touchdown by senior running back
Taylor Johnson six minutes in. The point after attempt
was good as freshman kicker Alec Eickert sent the ball
straight through the uprights to put the Trojans up 7-0.
Late in the first quarter, Taylor put three more points
on the board as Eickert connected on a 46-yard field goal.
The Trojans were up on the Thunder 10-0, and it stayed
that way for the rest of the half.
In the second quarter, Taylor’s defense shone as they
collected three sacks. Trine’s offense could only get into
Taylor’s territory on one drive, which ended in a sack
recorded by senior Adam Middlesworth and junior Jake
Shapley.
Eickert attempted a 39-yard field goal with 49 seconds
left in the third, but he was denied as Trine senior Myron
Puryear blocked it. Trine did not get anything going on
their next drive as time expired at the half.
Up 10-0, Taylor looked to continue their first-half success into the second half. Trine had other plans.

Sophomore quarterback Jonathan Keith took over
for senior Nick Freeman in the new half after Freeman’s
first-half injury.
“You never want to hear that one of your brothers is
injured. However, there is still a game to be played,” Keith
said. “I trusted my teammates and my coaches to help
me, and I was ready to play my role.”
Less than five minutes into the half, the Thunder connected on a 50-yard touchdown to pull them within three
of the Trojans.
The next Trojan possession was a quick 3-and-out, and
Trine picked up where they left off and returned junior
Stephan Straits’ punt for a 79-yard touchdown to put the
Thunder up 14-10.
Taylor was able to hold onto the ball for more than
five minutes in their next possession, but they failed to
convert as their drive ended in a 39-yard missed field goal.
The Thunder responded with a 78-yard drive that
resulted with another touchdown, putting Trine up 21-10.
“They came out with a lot of energy in the second half,
and we failed to match their intensity,” Freeman said.
“Once they took the lead, we fell into the position of trying
to catch up instead of being the aggressors.”
Taylor would respond as they forced their way down
the field for 67 yards. Although they were not able to get
into the end zone, Eickert was able to stick in another

ATHLETES OF THE WEEK:

SCHEDULE
9/29 @ Mount Vernon Nazarene 3 p.m.
10/02 vs Spring Arbor 7 p.m.
10/05 vs St. Francis 7:30 p.m.
10/10 vs Grace 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
(7-2, 0-1)
SCHEDULE
9/29 vs St. Francis 7 p.m.
10/03 @ Marian 7:30 p.m.
10/06 vs No. 10 Spring Arbor 1 p.m.
10/09 @ Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.

MEN’S TENNIS(3-8, 2-6)
SCHEDULE
9/29 vs Davenport 9 a.m. (Grand Rapids,
Mich.)
9/29 vs Cornerstone 2 p.m. (Grand Rapids,
Mich.)
10/02 Crossroads League Tournament TBA
10/04 Crossroads League Tournament TBA

WOMEN’S TENNIS (4-5,
4-4)
SCHEDULE
9/28 vs Aquinas 4 p.m. (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
9/29 vs Davenport 9 a.m. (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
9/29 vs Cornerstone 2 p.m. (Grand Rapids, Mich.)
10/02 vs 10/02 Crossroads League Tournament
TBA

MEN’S & WOMEN’S
CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE
9/29 Louisville XC Classic 12 p.m. (Louisville, Ky.)
10/06 Indiana Wesleyan Invitational 11 a.m.
(Marion, Ind.)
10/20 Great Lakes Classic 11 a.m. (Grand Rapids,
Mich.)
11/03 Crossroads League Championships 12 p.m.
(Upland, Ind.)
field goal to pull the Trojans within eight.
Trine responded quickly with a less-than-2-minute
drive that ended in a 49-yard rushing touchdown. The
point after was good, and the Trojans found themselves
down 28-13.
The score would remain the same for the last six minutes as Trine defeated Taylor by 15.
The Trojans captured more passing yards than their
opponent, but they failed to amass enough rushing yards
to match Trine.
Penalties seemed to hurt Taylor chances as nine were
called against them for a total loss of 91 yards.
Although Taylor allowed 28 points, there were some
standout performances. Senior Isaac McGaughey led the
Trojans’ defense with 16 tackles in the game.
The Trojans look to rebound against their first conference opponent, Siena Heights, on the road Saturday at
1 p.m.
“There is a lot we have learned as a team by losing our
last two games that will make us a lot stronger as a unit,”
Freeman said. “We understand that the only way we
are going to be successful is by putting our team before
ourselves and committing everything we have to one
another for a complete 60 minutes.”

Mike Reynolds & Kenny Cassidy
YEAR:

Kenny: Junior
Mike: Junior

HOMETOWN:

Kenny: Gas City, IN
Mike: Kokomo, IN

SLOGAN OR
FAVORITE
SAYING:

Kenny: “Get busy living,
or get busy dying”
Mike: “For the Story”

NICKNAME:

Kenny: Candyland/Bob
Mike: CJ

FUNNIEST
TEAMMATE:

Kenny: Jon Erny
Mike: Kenny Cassidy

IF YOU COULD
HAVE LUNCH
WITH ANY
PERSON IN
HISTORY, WHO
WOULD IT BE:

Kenny: George
Washington
Mike: Arnold Palmer

THEME SONG:

Kenny: “Eye of the Tiger”
Mike: “Simple Man”
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